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Abstract	  

This Doctoral project deals with the treatment of Aboriginal people in Queensland 

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century with a particular emphasis 

on the impact of The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium 

Act, 1897 within Badtjala ‘country’. Drawing evidence from Aboriginal knowledge 

and European archives the research brings a Badtjala perspective to this first 

experiment to ‘solve the problem’ of opium addicted Australian Aborigines that 

took place on Fraser Island in the period from 1897 to 1904. An exhibition, Horror 

Has A Face, supported by an exegesis, Biting the Clouds, seeks to address this 

historiography and its inherent silences, errors and injustices using an Indigenist 

research framework in which art can play a significant role.  
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Figure 1: Opium poppies, Tasmania. 
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Introduction	  

In Queensland there exists an historical amnesia when the records are jumping 

like Fraser Island sand fleas. The power of history written down can be both 

lethal and deceptive and has long lasting effects, both for those writing and those 

written about. The exhibition, Horror Has A Face, and exegesis, Biting the 

Clouds, seeks to address this historiography and its inherent silences, errors, 

and injustices from the perspective of Badtjala people. 

The project concentrates on the state of Queensland with a particular emphasis 

on The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, 1897 

within Badtjala “country”. What makes this research distinctive is that the 1897 

Act is examined from a Badtjala perspective on Fraser Island, the site where the 

first experiment to ‘solve the problem’ of opium-addicted Aboriginals took place. 

The Queensland legislation displaced many Aboriginal people and forced them 

off the island in 1904. It took a period of 110 years for the Badtjala People to be 

recognised as the traditional landowners of K’gari by the Federal Court of 

Australia.1 Chapter One grounds my position in, and right to speak from, a 

Badtjala perspective and also touches upon the recent Butchulla native title claim 

and consent determination, handed down in 2014. 

                                            
1 Federal Court of Australia, “Native Tile Consent Determination, Butchulla People #2,” The 

Honorable Justice Collier, Fraser Island, Queensland, Friday 24 October 2014. 
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Figure 2: Wondunna family members (Dustyn Currie with sons Dajarra and Bidhali) dancing on K’gari 

during Consent Determination celebrations, 2017. Photo credit Debi Simkins. 

The scope of the time frame under consideration includes the period prior to 

British contact, the frontier wars and their aftermath, with particular emphasis on 

the years between 1897 and 1904. In 1897 the first experiment to isolate opium-

addicted Aboriginals took place on Fraser Island, first at White Cliffs and then at 

Bogimbah Creek Mission which was closed by the Anglican Church in 1904. 

Definitions 

Race: 

In my thesis, I will be using Keith R. McConnochie’s biological definition of race, 

namely, that race “usually refer[s] to groups of people who are characterised by a 
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common distinct gene-pool, a history of endogamy (in-group marriage) and some 

shared physical characteristic which serve to distinguish them from other races”.2  

Nation: 

The definition for nation follows that so concisely captured by Larissa Behrendt; 

“a large language group with responsibility for a specific area of country.”3 

Vigilante: 

I use the term Vigilante to describe individuals who take it upon themselves to 

take the law into their own hands to commit acts of violence or assist the Native 

Police Force to hunt down Aboriginal men, women and children. 

Biting the Clouds 

Biting the Clouds is a euphemism for being stoned on opium. 

The first three chapters are a kaleidoscope that bring together a number of 

historical threads drawing on Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal scholars who have 

worked in various fields of the academy and, on occasion, I make a series of 

rebuttals. At times, I pursue contested ground, such as the assumption that 

Australia was settled peacefully, to enlighten a misinformed, standard Australian 

historiography that is still taught in Australia today. 

In Chapter One I address my identity as a Badtjala woman and the absence of 

Badtjala voices in the telling of their own history. In doing this I contest previous 

literature that speaks of three tribes living on K’gari and discount this through the 

                                            

2 Keith R. McConnochie, Realities of Race, (Sydney: Australia and New Zealand Book Company, 
1973). 6. 

3 Larissa Behrendt, Indigenous Australia for Dummies, (Milton: Wiley Publishing Australia, 2012), 
420. 
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testimonial of Badtjala elder Isaac Owens. This contestation continues with 

Sandra Armstrong’s thesis and a lack of research pertaining to the loss of 

Badtjala numbers being dismissed by her as a “less destructive experience”. I 

cite historical accounts of Badtjala resistance and a specific massacre carried out 

on Christmas Eve, 1851. 

Here I also introduce Aboriginal author Karen Martin’s concept of an Indigenous 

Research Methodology and explain how it relates to my own practice and 

research. It is only in recent times that an Indigenous research methodology has 

secured space in the academy. By employing Martin’s ground-breaking 

Quandamoopah methodology, in which she identifies art as a key tool for 

Indigenous researchers, I am able to unpack and comprehend more fully the 

Badtjala creation story of Minguin, our native title claim, traditional boundaries 

and our ongoing connection to country. 

Chapter Two looks at the implications for this connection to country, as country is 

invaded, renamed, and repurposed according to the whim of British colonial 

forces. The British claimed to have discovered Australia, only to find another 

group of people occupying its territory. Aboriginal people are the sovereign 

people making up hundreds of nations across this continent. That occupation 

spans 65,000 years as recent discoveries in 2017 have verified.4 However, 

British arrogance led them to reorder power and racially dominate the original 

peoples they termed “Indians” upon their first sightings. The English begin by 

reordering the landscape through naming sights on the east coast of Australia. 

The Badtjala song records this first encounter, and a volcanic rock jutting into the 

sea on Fraser Island carries the name Indian Head, given by Captain Cook in 

recognition of the Badtjala nation amassed on that site. The gaze went both 

                                            
4 Genelle Weule, “Indigenous Rock Shelter in Top End Pushes Australia’s Human History Back to 

65,000 Years,” ABC News, 20/7/17, http://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2017-07-20/aboriginal-
shelter-pushes-human-history-back-to-65,000-years/8719314 
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ways. This is evidenced with all of Australia’s Aboriginal nations. Spanning over a 

century, Aboriginal people retaliated, watched and “raided farms, pastoral 

stations, mining and timber cutting camps, pearling luggers and even houses in 

the pioneer Townships.”5 

When Aboriginal nations and British invaders do come face-to-face, numerous 

waves of colonial military terror is unleashed. Physical conflict lasts for a solid 

140 years across Australia. Chapter Two also addresses the active role that 

science played in rationalising this violence and in classifying Aboriginal people 

through the lens of Social Evolutionism: how they look, how they farm, how they 

live, how they build, how they make tools and how they belong on a lower rung of 

evolutionary ladder. 

Chapter Three takes into account the extensive Aboriginal networks of walking 

paths (which barely rate a mention today) that made it easier for the colonials to 

travel out from Brisbane and into the pristine forests of Bunya trees on the 

Darling Downs. Aboriginal nations met and feasted here every three years when 

the Bunya nuts had a bumper season. This also became the location for planned 

mass attacks by the dreaded Native Mounted Police, recruited by the 

Queensland Police force. Using high calibre weaponry, horses and the know-how 

of an Aboriginal force, they would ambush the bands of Aboriginals arriving and 

departing the Bunya grounds. The once great Bunya gatherings of up to 6000 

participants are hunted into oblivion. In less than 50 years, the stands of Bunya 

trees are pillaged, over-milled, until they are no longer economically viable. 

I discuss a rapid change for Aboriginal societies and the hardening of colonial 

attitudes. Open warfare is commonplace and the order of the day. The 

                                            
5 Henry Reynolds, Forgotten War, (Sydney: NewSouth Publishing, 2013), 105. 
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Queensland frontier is opened up, district by district. A twenty-year resistance is 

mounted by the Badtjala nation, disturbing life in the township of Maryborough. 

Queensland’s colonial warfare brings different types of pursuits and behavioural 

practices. The spoils of conquest are Aboriginal women and children who are at 

the brunt of libidinal hate crimes. Language and attitudes toward Aboriginal 

women is malevolent, pathological and rampant. Softening words such as 

‘dispersed’ are coined for government report writing to discuss massacres in a 

manner less offensive to the ears of squeamish readers. 

Encapsulating the frontier wars and wave upon wave of psychological trauma, 

finally a working co-existence between the races starts to emerge. An informal 

truce of “letting them in” begins due to shortages of labour. However, payment is 

in the form of opium ash for Aboriginal workers. The Queensland government is 

issuing licences to whites and Chinese across the state. In return, this brings 

£30,000 into the state coffers. One outcome is Aboriginal opium addiction. This 

was the ‘Trojan Horse’, used to gain access into Aboriginal communities and 

disrupt lives through legislation containing thirty-three punitive clauses. 

In Chapters Four and Five, I look more closely at two central figures, one 

representing the state and the other, the church. Archibald Meston’s reports 

influence the legislation to try and solve the so called ‘Aboriginal problem’ by way 

of The Aboriginal Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, 1897. 

Anglican minister, Ernest Gribble, believes the way forward is through saving the 

souls of Aboriginals by their becoming Christian, and doing away with their 

traditions. 

Chapter Four examines the informal truce, a policy of “letting the blacks in” as a 

way to begin an Aboriginal labour supply in the districts. Payment is often in the 

form of opium ash. Meston is appointed the Southern Protector of Aborigines. He 

is a complex figure who subscribes to British eugenics and theories on racial 
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purity. Meston’s solution is to isolate the problem and set the first experiment up 

on Fraser Island in 1897. The Queensland government is issuing licences to sell 

opium after the Act comes into effect. Government benevolence does not extend 

to giving sovereign nations their land back but only seeks to apprehend, contain, 

berate and treat Aboriginal adults like children. 

Chapter Five looks at the role of the Anglican church at Bogimbah Mission 

through the control of Ernest Gribble. By now the Fraser Island people are 

subsumed into the greater mix of Aboriginals forced to live there. The whole 

emphasis has changed from looking after opium-addicted Badtjala people to 

being an open door jail for all misbehaving types across the state. Gribble’s style 

was autocratic, just like Meston’s. Whilst living at Bogimbah, Aboriginal people 

were in a constant state of starvation, mostly fed on porridge. A number of writers 

state that living at Bogimbah was comparable to being at Auschwitz. In addition, 

Gribble, like most people of his era, is caught up with the question of effective 

policy to control the growing numbers of ‘half castes’. Not only is the legislation of 

1897 an abject failure, so too is Bogimbah Mission, with its closure taking effect 

in 1904. 

Chapter Six focuses on my work as an artist. I grew up with the dominant colonial 

narrative of Eliza Fraser, which still resounds today. There is no Badtjala 

equivalent. How does this happen? Badtjala people have been, and continue to 

be, actively written out of history. 

Queensland maintains and hangs onto a collective amnesia regarding race 

relations in the state. One could even say that intellectual ignorance is 

celebrated. Aboriginal scholars are redressing this historical imbalance and truth 

is now finding a path into the academy. The Aboriginal’s Protection and 

Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act has been the focus of my work for over a 

decade. My truth has been to challenge white patriarchal society and ask them to 

look at themselves, their hypocrisy, arrogance, silences and denial. Very rarely 
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has this legislation been covered by Queensland artists. During 2003, Shaun 

Weston acknowledged my art as offering “truths we may only come to realise 

after encountering Foley’s work.”6 

 
Figure 3: From the series, Horror Has A Face, 2017. 

                                            
6 Shaun Weston, “Red Ochre Me: Fiona Foley,” Local Art – Issue 6 (2003): 11. 
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Figure 4: Photograph in the collection of the artist.  
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Chapter	  One:	  Mul’lu	  Ku’rui	  

I am connected through my bloodline to my clan family, Wondunna, and the 

larger language group Badtjala (also spelt Butchulla) who are from the largest 

sand island in the world K’gari, now known as Fraser Island.7 Willy Wondunna is 

my apical ancestor who I grew up calling Great. My great-great-grandfather lived 

to be a hundred years old. 

Under the Native Title Act (1993), the Butchulla people were granted Consent 

Determination over Fraser Island. The Butchulla Land & Sea Claim #2 was an 

eighteen-year process that concluded on 24 October 2014. The Badtjala nation is 

still awaiting a decision on the Butchulla Land & Sea Claim #1 on the mainland. 

I grew up in Hervey Bay speaking Badtjala in the family home with my extended 

family. My mother, Shirley Foley, published the Badtjala Dictionary8 in 1996. Our 

traditional boundaries included the following geographical landmarks: “Fraser 

Island, Double Island Point, Tin Can Bay, Bauple Mountain and north to a point 

at the mouth of Burrum Heads” (Reeves 1964, 3). This knowledge was imparted 

in everyday conversations and through the publication The Legends of Moonie 

Jarl (1964) written by my Great Uncle Wilfie. Since time immemorial the Badtjala 

people have been the custodians for this country. On the mainland, beyond 

Badtjala country, are the nations of the Goreng Goreng to the north, Wakka 

Wakka to the west and Gubbi Gubbi to the south. 

This doctoral research is grounded in my connection through my traditional 

country as a Badtjala woman. The Glossary of Indigenous Australian Terms 

(2015) articulates that, “Country is a term used by Aboriginal people to refer to 

                                            
7 Fraser Island is currently managed by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Services. 
8 Shirley Foley, Badtjala-English English-Badtjala Word List (Hervey Bay: Wondunna Aboriginal 

Corporation, 1996). 
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the land to which they belong and their place of ‘Dreaming’. Aboriginal language 

usage of the word “country” is much broader than in standard English.” 

During the Fraser Island Environmental Inquiry in 1975, Badtjala man Isaac 

Garry Owens gave evidence to the Commonwealth. The transcript reads, 

“Contrary to a number of opinions, there was only one tribe on Fraser Island – 

the one batch of Butchowlas [Butchulla] – ran right through from Hook Point to 

Sandy Cape. They all used the same language. It was the one tribe right 

through.”9 This evidence is also supported by the Wondunna Clan through the 

writings of Wilf Reeves and, in particular, the publication, The Legends of Moonie 

Jarl, 1964. The Wondunna clan also believe only one language group existed 

and that it consisted of one nation, the Badtjala who lived on K’gari and the 

surrounding mainland. 

                                            
9 Statement by I.G. Owens to John Sinclair, (presented before the Fraser Island Environmental 

Inquiry), 1975. 
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Figure 5: Willy Wondunna, Apical Ancestor of the Wondunna Clan. Initiated in 1865. His tribal name – 

Turramun. 
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What Owens states is important for current generations and future researchers 

as, historically, Fraser Island people have been recorded incorrectly as having 

possibly three distinct language groups on the island. The failure of researchers 

to understand Badtjala language would connote this misunderstanding by the 

inclusion of the suffix ‘burra or bara’ on the end as being a clan group and not a 

distinct separate nation.10 This mistake has often been made with the Dulingbara 

and Ngulungbara and continues to be replicated in a number of texts and 

academe more widely. 

Sandra Irene Armstrong’s doctoral thesis, “The Failure of Noble Sentiments: 

Bogimbah Mission on Fraser Island” (2010), on the Badtjala people and their 

country contains many inconsistencies and contradictory remarks pertaining to 

the Badtjala nation, subgroups, neighbouring nations, Badtjala language use, 

traditional boundaries, creation sites and the introduction of small pox. Armstrong 

presents the idea that within the Badtjala language there exists a male and 

female spelling for the nation.11 This is misleading. Currently there are two 

accepted spellings, which are either Badtjala or Butchulla. The difference is that 

one is spelt phonetically and the other is not. Other variations of spelling have 

been used, over time, as in the case of the recorded transcript by John Sinclair of 

I.G. Owens in 1975, when Sinclair spells Badtjala as Butchowlas. For the 

purposes of this thesis I will use the spelling “Badtjala”, as used in the Shirley 

Foley Word List, published 1996.12 

Armstrong’s confusion over what constitutes an Aboriginal nation is not 

exceptional as it is also regurgitated in a number of published texts. There is no 

                                            
10 Clan: Small extended family groups of about 40 to 50 people, part of a larger group called a 

nation. Behrendt, Indigenous Australia for Dummies, 419. 
11 Sandra Irene Armstrong, “The Failure of Noble Sentiments: Bogimbah Mission on Fraser 

Island” (PhD Thesis, University of New England, 2010), 50. 
12 Foley, Badtjala-English… Word List, 1996. 
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clear positioning of Badtjala as a sovereign nation or of what comprises their 

‘country’. Not grounded in fact, what has been published as our traditional 

country is blurred by a wild estimation of territory ranging from Brisbane to 

Gympie, and through to Maryborough. The Badtjala nation are either lumped in 

with the Kabi-Kabi 13  nation or represented as being one of a number of 

subgroups of the Kabi-Kabi. This is also incorrect. 

As an Indigenous researcher and Badtjala woman, it is imperative to set the 

record straight. The slippage of incorrect information has become constant, a 

continuum in a number of published articles. The first point to make is that 

smallpox was not introduced by the Macassans as far south as Fraser Island in 

the 1820s (as is put forward by Armstrong). This disease did not decimate the 

Badtjala population in this area of Queensland. In two sentences Armstrong 

levels an inference against the Badtjala, suggesting that they died off in some 

number due to smallpox. This is refuted in the very next sentence by her quoting 

a Victorian squatter and ethnographer, E. M. Curr, who said, “[he] believed that 

the disease did not reach Fraser Island.”14 Armstrong fails to identify the real 

cause of the decline in numbers of the Badtjala population when she avoids 

discussing an extensive campaign of frontier wars in the Wide Bay region and a 

counter guerrilla war of resistance spanning twenty years. 

Instead she provides a sanitised and generalised account of history during the 

settlement of Maryborough. Armstrong creates a frustratingly deceptive blurring 

for the reader, satisfied with a lopsided version of events. The invading settler 

culture is let off lightly, never breaching any human rights, property rights or law 

against the Badtjala people. For example, the most infamous account of a 

                                            
13 Kabi-Kabi is also spelt Gubbi Gubbi as used by Indigenous linguist Jeanie Bell in her 

publication, Dictionary of the Gubbi-Gubbi and Butchulla Languages, 1994. 
14 Armstrong, “The Failure of Noble Sentiments”, 54. 
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massacre under the command of Walker, Lieutenant Marshall and Sergeant-

Major Dolan is discussed in terms of “a full scale ‘examination’ on Fraser 

Island”.15 Armstrong does not identify a twenty-four strong Native Police Force, 

the officers in charge – or any additional parties of vigilante locals lusting for 

violence against the Aboriginals on Christmas Eve, 1851, during 11 days of 

reprisals on Fraser Island. This is written up as an “examination” that “cannot be 

verified”.16 

Armstrong negates evidence of what took place and plays down one of a number 

of massacres, reprisals and revenge killings by hiding the real events that 

decimated the Badtjala population. Her work only continues a tradition of 

Australian myth-making, which is a dangerous and deceptive proposition to 

continue spruiking in academe. As Reynolds argues, “…the central story of the 

settlement of the continent cannot be truly told with the frontier wars removed”.17 

The exact tally of dead may not be verified, but there was a reason for reports to 

the state to be ambiguous. The dismissive analysis continues when Armstrong 

concludes, “perhaps the colonisation of the Wide Bay region was a less 

destructive experience for local Aborigines”.18 Her cited explanation was that this 

was due to the Badtjala people being able to take refuge on Fraser Island, where 

they could escape the effect of this colonisation. Armstrong seems unable to 

understand the complexities and gravitas of a sovereign people standing and 

defending their land over two decades of successive waves of colonisation and 

possessive white instrumentalities. Systems were put into place to divide and 

                                            
15 Armstrong, “The Failure of Noble Sentiments”, 60.  
16 Ibid.  
17 Reynolds, Forgotten War, 89. 
18 Armstrong, “The Failure of Noble Sentiments”, 63.  
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conquer the Badtjala nation; they were at the front line of warfare, as was every 

other nation in Australia. 

Native Title 

There is physical warfare and there is legal warfare. Both require brinkmanship. 

More recently the other European incursion into Aboriginal society has been 

through the Federal Court of Australia. Badtjala people have known that they are 

the traditional landowners and sovereign peoples of this country since the term 

Terra Nullius was applied to them and other Indigenes. 

Following the Mabo case (1992), new legislation was introduced through the 

Native Title Act, 1993. The first Native Title claim lodged by a Badtjala person 

was in 1996. A number of strategies were applied by an individual (Aunty Olga 

Miller) to the Wondunna clan. A claim by the nation was lodged after this time. 

From beginning to end this was an eighteen-year process, concluding on 24 

October, 2014. The judgment, by Justice Collier, was handed down at Kingfisher 

Bay Resort under a marquee with hundreds of Badtjala men, women and 

children present. 
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Figure 6: The Honourable Justice Collier reading the findings for the Butchulla People #2 Native Title Claim, 

on K’gari, 24 October 2014. 

Place 

The concept of time and place are interwoven in Aboriginal culture. This was true 

when I was standing on David Malangi’s country outside of Ramangining, 

Arnhem Land, and was taken to a freshwater spring in the mangroves as he 

retold a segment of the Djan’kawu sister’s creation story. As it was in the Pilbara, 

being shown country by traditional landowner Clinton Walker, where the Rainbow 

Serpent had travelled and currently resides. It is also true of Badtjala country and 

our creation stories, our Yindingie and how we see him living today as he did in 

my forefather’s time. 

Raymond Evans sums up the contrast between Western time and Aboriginal time 

when he writes, “An intrusion of the Western concept of linear time into this 

cyclical ontology, as in such notions as ‘Dreamtime’ or ‘Storytime’, is an abrasive 
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reading…” 19  Our reading of country as Aboriginal people is not a linear 

proposition. We clearly see a link to overlapping spatial time. Evans then goes 

onto say, “The secret to seeing this lies in the Aboriginal sense of abidingness: 

‘Ancestral Abiding Events and rhythmic life-events are co-joined quite literally 

through place’.”20 Place is key to seeing and reading the country. However, it is 

important to understand that the key is unlocked through Aboriginal 

epistemologies. As I will show, not all Aboriginal informants hold the knowledge 

to place. A European approach to pan-Aboriginalism has played a role here in 

the misinformation generated. In particular I will cite Armstrong’s Doctoral thesis 

to illustrate this point. 

Within Badtjala country one can visibly see where Yindingie leapt off, into the sky 

at Bauple Mountain, with his foot imprint left behind in the rocks at Urangan. 

Unfortunately, Sandra Armstrong (in her chapter four) has this important site of 

Yindingie’s footprint incorrectly located. The site is not located at Pialba as 

Aboriginal informant Gaiarbau from the “Jinibara tribe” reportedly told 

Winterbotham, and requoted in Armstrong, but is a number of kilometres away at 

the beach suburb of Urangan.21 This communicates straight away that Armstrong 

does not know Badtjala country. She is also a non-Indigenous researcher and 

therefore cannot speak for the Badtjala nation. 

As Badtjala culture is written about, yet again we have incorrect information 

finding its way into uncontested official documents. Correcting this flow of 

misinformation is a mammoth task within academic circles, especially when the 

Badtjala voice has historically been inaudible or absent. 

                                            
19 Raymond Evans, A History of Queensland (Port Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 

2007), 5. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Armstrong, “The Failure of Noble Sentiments,” 97 
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Indigenous Research Theory 

Within Aboriginal societies, knowledge is gained through means outside the 

Western academy. My research philosophy is based upon Karen Martin’s 

publication, Please Knock Before You Enter. This ground-breaking scholarship 

pertains to Australian Indigenist Research Theory and goes into substantial detail 

to unpack the Quampie22 creation story. The Quampie is a shellfish found on tidal 

mud flats. From the Quampie story Karen Martin identifies the key elements of 

relatedness. 

Martin puts forward the argument that “art … becomes another tool available to 

Indigenous researchers.”23 In four of her own drawings, Karen Martin illustrates 

complex layers of Aboriginal ontology, Aboriginal epistemology and Aboriginal 

axiology through explaining concepts of “relatedness” to country, the 

Quandamoopah nation, their “first story” of the Quampie, the “Entities” and the 

“Three Knowledge Bands”. The “first story” of the land sits at the micro level and 

contains four subsections: The Ancestral Core, The Spirits, The Entities and The 

Filter. 

Within this circle of meaning it is important to understand what comprises the 

“Entities” for the Quandamoopah people and, in turn, other Aboriginal nations. It 

is stated that the “Entities” have their own identity and role. The entities are 

understood to be both inter-related and yet autonomous. The “Entities” are 

comprised of people, land, animals, plants, skies, waterways and the climate. 

An Indigenist Research Paradigm is different to a western research paradigm. In 

the west, knowledges are framed through epistemology, ontology and axiology. 

                                            
22 Quampie is an edible shellfish found on the tidal mudflats on Stradbroke Island and within the 

larger South East Queensland marine habitat including Fraser Island. 
23 Karen Lillian Martin, Please Knock Before You Enter: Aboriginal regulation of outsiders and the 

implications for researchers, (Teneriffe: Post Pressed, 2008), 86. 
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The central concept of Martin’s work is “Relatedness”. The ontology of Aboriginal 

people’s existence, Martin’s writes, “anchors all experiences to relatedness, no 

matter what the contexts”.24 

Karen Martin’s research gives voice to a new generation of Indigenous 

researchers, noting that, “the re-framing is the preparing the voices of the 

voiceless (Rigney, 1999), centring Aboriginal thoughts, knowledges and 

entrenching relatedness”.25 Until very recently Badtjala people have not had 

access to universities, therefore their knowledge systems have not been 

accommodated in a research paradigm as such. In an art context this is most 

likely the case as well. I have been a practising artist for three decades and 

would assert that the 1897 Queensland legislation, The Aboriginals Protection 

and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, has not been looked at in-depth from a 

visual arts perspective until I exposed this policy in painting, etchings, film and a 

significant public art commission at the State Library of Queensland. My 

knowledge has been gleaned over many years, from conversation, reading 

historical works and published Aboriginal oral histories and analysing all available 

material. 

Knowledge can be both “book-learned” and passed down culturally outside 

institutions. I was born on my country and grew up learning from my extended 

family in Urangan about my connections to people and place. This important 

cultural information allows a child to begin to process their membership of their 

society and community. 

Martin further unpacks an Indigenous research paradigm involving knowledge 

regarding “who, where and how” it is used within “three knowledge bands”. She 

                                            
24 Karen Martin, Please Knock Before You Enter, 81 
25 Ibid, 85. 
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explains Ways of Knowing, Ways of Being and Ways of Doing. Through this 

analysis, Martin defines what it is to be Quandamoopah, “to know… ‘who your 

People are’; ‘where your Country is’ and ‘how you are related to the Entities’”.26 

Badtjala epistemology, ontology and axiology are the same as our distant 

southern neighbours, the Quandamoopah. 

An example of this is illustrated by my life experience over an eighteen-year 

period involving numerous native title meetings held in Hervey Bay. At each 

meeting we had to identify who we were, our nation, our clan, our applicable 

ancestor and our connection to country. We would, at some meetings, also talk 

about ‘who could speak for’ certain parts of country. Later in life this was put into 

practice through law and was used in the Federal Court of Australia as evidence 

for the Butchulla People #2 claim, “Ms Foley gave evidence that historically the 

Wondunna family had a house on the western side of Fraser Island”.27 

The Three Knowledge Bands encapsulate Knowing, Being and Doing and are 

explained as follows: 

Epistemology is explained through Ways of Knowing: 

• Ways of knowing is to know “who your people are; where your country is 

and how you are related to the Entities”. 28  The creation stories of 

relatedness will assist in defining one’s individual identity and the 

communal. 

 

                                            
26 Karen Martin, Please Knock Before You Enter, 72 
27 Federal Court of Australia, “Native Tile Consent Determination, Butchulla People #2,” The 

Honorable Justice Collier, Fraser Island, Queensland, Friday 24 October 2014, 18 
28 Karen Martin, Please Knock Before You Enter, 72 
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• To know your creation stories is to also know your relatedness to the 

“Law,… other People, the Creators and Ancestors, the Spirits and 

Entities.”29 

• To know one’s creation stories there is a “relatedness” to the present 

through the past and albeit to the future. 

• This continues over one’s lifetime. 

Ontology is explained through Ways of Being: 

• This encapsulates fulfilling relatedness through respect, responsibility and 

accountability. 

Axiology is explained through Ways of Doing: 

• Ways of Doing envelops both Ways of Knowing and Ways of Being. 

• To live relatedness is through its process and through its practice. 

• This requires the following attributes; “observing, discerning, filtering, 

applying, reflecting, sharing and confirming”.30 

• “Every time we fish, camp, talk about or walk on Country we are living 

relatedness, the practices of Ways of Doing”.31 

The theoretical framework for this doctoral exegesis is taken from 

Quandamoopah country as it equally applies to Badtjala cosmology, 

epistemology, ontology and axiology through our creation story of Minguin. In 

The Legends of Moonie Jarl, our Badtjala creators are named, along with 

traditional boundaries, sites of significance, laws, societal rules and kinship 

obligations. 

                                            
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid, 79. 
31 Ibid, 79-80. 
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Time is brought into the frame within the story of Minguin. It is written – “that was 

‘before long time’ when the world was just made”,32  showing an Aboriginal 

presence pre-dating the arrival of the Dutch, British, French and the Age of 

Enlightenment. Badtjala people conceptually knew and currently know that we 

existed here for many thousands of years. Scientific discoveries in 2017 date an 

Aboriginal presence on the Australian continent over 65,000 years, reinforcing 

this knowledge by Aboriginal populations.33 

From the beginning of time the formation of Australia has been and continues to 

be overlaid with a spiritual realm filled with Aboriginal creation beings, belief 

systems, philosophy, religious ceremony, law and kinship obligations. All are 

intertwined, creating a “relatedness” to all things; cosmology, ontology, 

epistemology and axiology. Within Aboriginal cosmology, time is not seen as a 

linear construct. It can be a continuum of the past, present time and into the 

future. Often creation sites are visible in the natural environment and can retain 

the living presence of the “creator” itself. This is never in question as I have 

witnessed on many occasions throughout Australia. 

Before I recount the Badtjala creation story of Minguin it must be made clear that 

Beerall is the name of our god. Uncle Wilfie (my great uncle) writes, “He was 

never mentioned and his sign was the rainbow…”34 

Minguin 

When Yindingie35 had finished all his work (that was “before long time” when the 

world was just made), he called everyone together, birds, animals and men, and 

                                            
32 Wilf Reeves, The Legends of Moonie Jarl, (Brisbane: The Jacaranda Press, 1964), 18. 
33 Weule, “Indigenous Rock Shelter in Top End” 
34 Reeves, The Legends of Moonie Jarl, 6. 
35 Yindingie is the name for our rainbow serpent its common name is the carpet snake.  
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told them he would be back again on a certain day to see how they were getting 

along. 

We know he did come back, for if you go to a certain spot at Urangan in Hervey 

Bay, you can still see this footprint in the rocks. If you don’t believe it then go to 

Bauple Mountain and you will see another one. Who but Yindingie could take a 

step like that? 

Now, if you go to Fraser Island, there on the edge of a large salt pan you will 

know the place by the huge pile of oysters and other shells where they had a 

feast. It was here that everything was “fixed up” so the Yindingie would not have 

to come again. To one man whom we call Minguin he gave a stone with certain 

mystic powers. He also instructed him in its use. 

Although Yindingie is only the servant and messenger of the higher god, Beerall, 

whose home is in the east, he too has servants and messengers. One of these, 

Can-o-bie, the spirit of the winds, is also very important to you, as I shall explain 

later. 

When Yindingie gave the magic stone to Minguin he said to him, “If ever you 

need me, you must stand and call four times – first to the east, then to the west, 

to the north and then to the south. The spirit of the winds will bring me your 

message and I shall come.” 

Minguin became a very important person, but he wasn’t satisfied with that. He 

thought he could do as he liked. He wanted a woman who was promised to 

another man, however he could not simply break the laws and take her, so with 

the aid of the magic stone he made himself invisible. In this way he went to the 

woman and told her of his love. She was flattered to think that such a man as 

Minguin should want her. After all, her betrothed was only one of the warriors. 
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They could not meet openly, so the woman would go secretly to a certain place 

where Minguin would change her into a bird by using the magic stone. 

One day the warrior came home quite early from his fishing. He saw his 

beloved’s tracks leading to the salt pan, and he decided to follow them. Then 

suddenly the tracks disappeared. 

He returned to his camp, and later, when the woman returned, he remained 

silent. 

Next day he had a long talk with the spur-winged plover. Now, you know well that 

bird can see, and no matter how hard you try you cannot sneak by without his 

seeing you and calling an alarm. The husband asked the spur-winged plover to 

keep watch. 

When the spur-winged plover reported what he had seen to the warrior, he told 

the elders and head-men of the tribe. They all agreed that Minguin was breaking 

the law, but none of them was brave enough to say anything to Minguin – not 

while he had the magic stone - so they made a plan to steal it from him. 

One night as the warrior was sitting before his fire he heard a slight noise above 

his head. He looked up and saw the flying fox. The flying fox whispered to him, 

“Come with me, quickly.” The warrior picked up his spear and woomera and 

raced after the flying fox. Across the salt pan they went, into the thick mangroves, 

and there in a hollow tree the flying fox showed him the magic stone. Remember 

how the flying fox likes to sleep in dark hollow trees. Well, this is how he came to 

find the magic stone. 

Now that the head-men and elders were in possession of the stone they 

summoned the two law-breakers to a trial. The result was that both Minguin and 

the woman were banished from the tribe. Minguin they could not kill, for he was a 

messenger of Yindingie. The woman they would have speared but for the pleas 
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of the warrior, and so with the aid of the magic stone they changed her into a 

land curlew. 

Have you ever noticed when you see the land curlew, that if you take your eyes 

off him for a second, he will disappear. One minute you see him - the next he is 

gone! Sometimes you may hear the woman’s voice crying in the night – calling 

for her lost lover. 

Minguin was also changed into a bird. Sometimes on a still night, if you happen 

to be near a thick mangrove swamp, you may hear a loud voice like the bellow of 

a bull. Three times it will call; then silence. As soon as they heard that first roar, 

the whole tribe, even the children, would sit quietly and listen. For this is the 

voice of Minguin and he is calling to the Yindingie. But then, he has forgotten his 

instructions. Some day he will remember to call four times instead of three. If he 

does this the Yindingie will certainly come, for that is his promise and Minguin is 

still his official messenger. 

Today we call the bird of Minguin the brown bittern. He has other nicknames too, 

such as bull bird and boomer. If you want to find him you will have to go to the 

thickest part of the mangroves or the middle of some dark swamp where the 

trees are low and bushy and the sun rarely shines on the ground.” 
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Figure 7: Illustration by Aunty Olga Miller, Minguin Story, published in The Legends of Moonie Jarl, 1964. 

In the creation story of Minguin we see a number of learning circles and all three 

knowledge bands as detailed in Karen Martin’s writing are present. We see the 
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presence of the “Ancestral Core” through Yindingie, one of our creators. His 

existence is not ever questioned. His presence is visible in the rocks at Urangan 

where his footprint is left behind as the leap he took into the sky at Bauple 

Mountain on the side of the mountain. 

‘The Spirits’ are shown through Canobie the spirit of the winds. The Entities are 

present through the people, land, animals, plants, skies, waterways and climate. 

The people are represented through Minguin, the promised wife, the betrothed 

warrior, the elders and headmen. The animal world is present through the spur-

winged plover, flying fox, brown bittern, curlew, oyster and other shells. 

The land, plants, skies and waterways are present through the mangrove 

swamp, saltpan, rocks, Bauple Mountain and hollow tree. 

“Ways of Knowing” are seen through the law and are ingrained into the society 

from birth. The law is called into question and there are consequences when the 

law is broken. Collectively the elders and headmen came together to discuss the 

outcome and punishment for the two lawbreakers. The decision was made to 

banish them from the tribe through consensus. 

“Ways of Being” are shown through the actions of the Warrior. The betrothed 

warrior does not take matters into his own hands but shows “respect, 

responsibility and accountability”. He seeks council from his elders and the 

headmen. 

“Ways of Doing” are seen in the outcome of the decisions made by the elders 

and headmen. They have observed, discerned, filtered, applied, reflected, shared 

and confirmed. They do not go down the path of killing the two lawbreakers but 

banish them, turning the woman into the curlew and the man into a brown bittern. 

The sound of the curlew and brown bitten continue to remind the Badtjala people 

not to break the law and steal another’s man’s promised wife. In the larger 
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scheme of humanity this is a story about taking what is not yours. It describes a 

betrayal akin to the taking of Aboriginal lands through British deceit and treachery 

(a lack of any sense of morality). The axiological frame is based on morality that 

clashed with a British perception that Aboriginal people had no culture or values. 

In this Chapter I have outlined how Indigenist Research Theory is grounded in 

my country as a Badtjala person. This knowledge was imparted from my mother, 

Shirley Foley, who had a deep love of K’gari, and my maternal uncles such as 

Uncle Horrie and Uncle Wilfie. I am embedded in a knowledge system that 

encompasses my Wondunna clan family of the Badtjala nation, Badtjala 

language, K’gari and country on the mainland, seasons and symbiotic 

relationships between flora and fauna. 

This research has cultural integrity to site. The mission set up under Archibald 

Meston began on Fraser Island in response to the 1897 paternalistic government 

policy called, The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium 

Act. It espoused Meston’s methodology for dealing with opium-affected 

Aboriginal men, women and children from across the state of Queensland, who 

were taken to K’gari. This was seen as an isolated outpost, with the Badtjala 

people subsumed into the larger Aboriginal mix. 

A number of Badtjala families remained on the mainland after Ernest Gribble and 

the Board of Missions closed the mission at Bogimbah Creek in 1904. My great 

grand father (Fred Wondunna) and other family members were involved with the 

fishing industry or the timber industry on Fraser Island. The Wondunna clan have 

a continuous connection to country. It is from this position that I write about The 

Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, not as someone 

who was forcibly removed by the legislation, but rather as someone who grew up 

hearing about the stories of White Cliffs and Bogimbah Mission. 
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Figure 8: Shantel Ah Kit and Blayde Foley on 24 October 2014, Butchulla Consent Determination, K’gari.  
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Chapter	  Two:	  Out	  of	  the	  Sea	  like	  Cloud	  

“The ship rose up out of the sea like cloud, 

And it kept near the land for three or four days, 

One day it came in very close at Takky Wooroo (Indian Head) 

And they saw many men walking around on it. 

They asked each other who were these strangers? 

And where were they going?”36 

 

 

Unbeknownst to the British people, English Parliament and King George III, the 

discovery of New Holland was not the finding of a “new” or lost territory but the 

sighting of a landmass crisscrossed by religious creation tracts deeply etched 

over thousands of years. Layered intricacies of Aboriginal meaning, languages, 

traditional boundaries, trade routes, walking paths, land management, 

aquaculture, architecture, philosophy and religious practices were embedded into 

the landscape. The country had been shaped and worked by its sovereign 

peoples who formed separate nations for over 65,000 years. 

Within the inherent values of another race pursuing the transit of Venus, “The 

first British visitors”, Pascoe writes, “sailed to Australia contemplating what they 

were about to find, and innate superiority was the prism through which their new 

world was seen.”37 Thus before the British even arrived in Australia, there were 

                                            
36 Fred Williams, Written in Sand: A History of Fraser Island, (Milton: The Jacaranda Press, 

1982), 23. 
37 Bruce Pascoe, Dark Emu Black Seeds: agriculture or accident? (Broome: Magabala Books 

Aboriginal Corporation, 2014), 12. 
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pre-existing principles upon which the people they encountered on arrival would 

be understood, principles that subjugated them as inherently inferior. 

The Endeavour was observed and tracked for days and weeks by Aboriginal 

sovereign nations on the east coast of Australia. The British assumption of 

superiority manifested itself in the naming of new geographical landmarks upon 

sight of its shores, bays, inlets, headlands, sandy stretches, reefs, seas and 

islands. 

The Age of Enlightenment and its period shaped much of European science, 

philosophy and religiosity. Aileen Moreton-Robinson argues, “By the time Cook 

“discovered” Australia, the black/white binary had become a part of the English 

language and the inferiority of black people was entrenched in discourse.”38 At 

the sight of the first Aboriginals, Captain James Cook and Sir Joseph Banks were 

engaged in a discussion about their skin colour and hair texture to try and define 

this new race of humans. Not wanting to classify them as “negroes” they referred 

to them as Indian at different stages due to their hair not being like “wool”.39 

Race is a Western construct: “this scientific and social idea slowly took hold and 

became more and more real through European exploration and colonisation and 

slavery in the Americas”.40 In fact, Europeans have had a long history of cruelty 

toward others. Why would the occupation of Australia be any different? Moreton-

Robinson argues in The White Possessive that racial parameters were already 

well-established. She writes, “racialized knowledge was already operating as a 

                                            
38 Aileen Moreton-Robinson, The White Possessive: Property, Power, and Indigenous 

Sovereignty, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2015), 110. 
39 Nicholas Thomas, Cook: The Extraordinary Voyages of Captain James Cook, (New York: 

Walker & Company, 2003), 114. 
40 Alan H. Goodman, Yolanda T Moses, and Joseph L. Jones, Race: Are We So Different? (West 

Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 3. 
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discourse before Cook left England”. 41  The British domination of enslaved 

Africans from the seventeenth century set the course for any future interactions 

with ‘black’ people. Approximately six million were taken on vessels to be 

auctioned. 

The British saw and remarked upon many Aboriginal clan groups and campfires. 

Nicholas Thomas does make mention of Aboriginal occupation and the 

Englishmen’s trait of superiority in naming land in Cook, The Extraordinary 

Voyages of Captain James Cook. He writes, “Smoke was often sighted, 

distinctive hills were named. Indeed the names of prominent landmarks right up 

the side of this huge landmass are nearly all Cook’s”.42 However, there was no 

mention by Nicholas Thomas of the Badtjala nation with a substantive chunk of 

the Terra Australis Incognita coastline missing between Botany Bay and the 

Great Barrier Reef. More importantly there is a Badtjala song that has survived 

over time and generations, which speaks of the first sighting of Europeans off the 

coast of Fraser Island as the Endeavour sailed past the largest sand island in the 

world. The Badtjala speak about the ship rising out of the sea like a cloud and 

disappearing again like a sand crab; both metaphors for its coming and going. 

Raymond Evans discusses this song and the mutual observation by both races, 

“Cook, observing them through his telescope during the afternoon of 20 May, 

renamed the spot ‘Indian Head’. Afterwards the Fraser Island peoples composed 

a song to commemorate the strange event – the first preserved Indigenous 

observation of the British incomers, apparently handed down over generations as 

oral testimony, depicting the ‘strangers’ as ‘burying themselves like the sand-

crabs’ and disappearing like smoke.”43 

                                            
41 Moreton-Robinson, The White Possessive,110. 
42 Thomas, Cook…, 115. 
43 Evans, A History of Queensland, 19. 
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Cook did indeed name landmarks in Badtjala country, the first being Indian Head 

in observance of the Badtjala people amassed in number on top of a volcanic 

rocky formation as they watched the alien vessel sail by. As Cook sailed further 

north he continued his naming of sights such as Sandy Cape and Breaksea Spit. 

 
Figure 9: Image of Indian Head on Fraser Island. Postcard in the collection of the artist. 

Two races came face to face but were uncertain of how the other existed in the 

world. The British interpretation of Aboriginal people is descriptive in its recording 

and cultural interpretation. Thomas makes the point, “It has to be said that no 

one on the Endeavour obtained the least sense of how Aboriginal society was 

organised…”44 Was this English arrogance at best or a failure to imagine or 

understand that Aboriginal people had intricate cultural practices, property rights 

and governance pertaining to their traditional lands and resources, such as 

                                            
44 Thomas, Cook…, 125 
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turtle? The Guugu Yimidhirr men certainly wanted a share in the turtle catch on 

board the Endeavour when anchored in their country. Cook refused to throw two 

turtle over board and “offered them bread”45 instead. This was the cause for 

much insult, and the harmonious relations up until this point quickly disintegrated 

as a result. 

As the Badtjala song says, who are these strangers and where are they going? 

Possibly the answer is Pascoe’s; he states, “It is clear from their journals that few 

were here to marvel at a new civilisation; they were here to replace it”.46 The act 

of renaming sites is an act of race domination and reordering of power. The act 

of naming sites was replicated right across this continent although places already 

had names, Indigenous names. 

Coming from a foreign kingdom, the landmass now known as Australia was 

redefined forever through an action of performative colonialism. Moreton-

Robinson pinpoints the moment Indigenous sovereignty was usurped, “Cook 

proclaimed possession of the whole of the eastern coast from the thirty-eighth-

degree parallel in the name of the king after he landed on an island he named 

Possession situated off the tip of Cape York Peninsula”.47 The use of the word 

“Possession” is telling in terms of their intent from the start. Reynolds concurs, 

writing, “There is no account of how the Crown acquired that sovereignty and 

when it occurred”.48 No treaty has ever been signed by Australia’s Indigenous 

nations with the British government or crown. 

Some years later the crown’s representative, Arthur Phillip, along with the arrival 

of mariners, civil officers and convicts, established Sydney in 1788. Some 1030 

                                            
45 Ibid, 121. 
46 Pascoe, Dark Emu Black Seeds, 13. 
47 Moreton-Robinson, The White Possessive, 112. 
48 Reynolds, Forgotten War, 193 
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people arrived by boat. According to the dominant narrative, a nation is born. 

Algerian author Frantz Fanon encapsulates this when he writes, “The colonist 

makes history. His life is an epic, an odyssey. He is invested with the very 

beginning: “We made this land.” 49  Woven into the narrative of building an 

Australia is the ethos of ‘tilling the soil’. To the British gaze there was no visible 

agriculture, nor fences. Both perceptions influenced their views that the land was 

not cultivated. This myth has been debunked in recent times through the work of 

Bruce Pascoe and Bill Gammage. 

With a sudden British influx hastily setting up in Port Jackson, Aboriginal clans 

forming the Eora nation experienced firsthand a process of dispossession, 

cultural misunderstandings, violent retaliations, kidnappings, deprivation, native 

crop devastation, the introduction of a smallpox epidemic, venereal disease and 

stupefaction through liquor. More and more English ships offloaded their human 

cargo. Numbers increased as years passed, “The process started with 757 

transported convicts and, by 1867, when the transport ceased, 160,000 convicts 

had been sent to Australia”.50 This population of a British class considered the 

lowest of the low, also found their way north, up the New South Wales coast. 

Mixing with Aboriginals, they took up land, following the granting of a ticket of 

leave or an absolute pardon. Freedom awaited them, usually after serving a 

reduced sentence. 

The British arrogance inherent in naming sites anew, the possessive 

determination of Cook’s arrival, and the perception of Aboriginal people as 

inferior, demonstrate that Australia and its people were characterised as such 

well before first contact. Not wanting to find out about the cultural practices of 

                                            
49 Frantz Fannon, The Wretched of the Earth, (New York: Grove Press,1963), 14-15. 
50 Wolfgang Reinhard, A Short History of Colonialism, (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 

2011), 121. 
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Indigenous people on this landmass created further tensions and the skewing of 

knowledge started to be recorded in ink. 

The invasion by British men from all classes was a brutal formula that was 

stamped right across the new landmass as tentacles of European expansion 

gained ground, north, south, east and west. Wherever the frontier went, so did its 

associated axiological violence. “Frontier conflict was, then, one of the most 

persistent features of Australian life for 140 years.”51 This period of Australia’s 

history is seldom mentioned. It is rarely reflected upon in any great detail and is 

commonly disputed in text books used in Australian schools, as was visible in 

2016, when a public debate erupted over the words invasion vs. settled.52 Using 

‘settled’ over invaded has the connotation that Australia was occupied peacefully. 

With the European occupation of Australia founded on a myth of racial 

superiority, it follows logically that the same attitudes carried through in the 

development of the colony through the 1800s. Further reinforcing these attitudes 

was the racialized knowledge that permeated the sciences in the eighteenth 

century. Queensland gained its independence from New South Wales with 

approval granted by Queen Victoria on 6 June 1859, the same year that Charles 

Darwin’s book, On the Origins of Species, was published. Raymond Evans 

explains that “…white colonials obtained vital support for their racial attitudes 

from the most respected thinkers of the nineteenth century, the natural and social 

scientists”. 53  European thinking underscored racial attitudes held towards 

Queensland Aboriginal populations as the colony advanced and acquired more 
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land. The English monarchy, its subjects, and science conspired to work against 

the autonomy of Aboriginal nations. This was done on the basis of established 

stereotypes, as Raymond Evans says, “the tendency to stereotype an out-group 

with pejorative traits has, of course, a long history in Western culture.”54 This type 

of thought is extrapolated into science and evidence with base measurements 

beginning another layer of subjective enquiry known as “physiognomic 

observations”. 55  Roslyn Poignant explains that, “In due course such ideas 

opened the way to ‘scientific racism’”.56 A metaphor for the whole way the 

English saw and conquered can be summed up by Gammage, who writes, 

“fences on the ground made fences in the mind”.57 

Natural Selection 

As Europeans travelled further afield, Charles Darwin’s theory also spread. 

Considered rational science with the “survival of the fittest” taking hold, Paul 

Turnbull writes, “By the early 1880s, Darwinian evolutionary theory had become 

scientific orthodoxy in British anthropological circles”.58 

Darwin himself wrote a passage pertaining to Indigenous peoples in On the 

Origin of Species, suggesting, “…The natives have been so far conquered by 

naturalised productions, that they have allowed foreigners to take firm 
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possession of the land”.59 He was incorrect. Far from allowing foreigners to take 

over the continent of Australia, this territory was contested inch by inch with 

prolonged resistance from Aboriginal warriors through methods including guerrilla 

warfare. But such was the power of the myth of European superiority that it 

supressed knowledge of these frontier wars. 

In addition to this, language and ideology played a role in suggesting that 

Aboriginal people were subhuman or on the lowest evolutionary rung of the 

ladder, with “references to ‘black vermin’ … common”. 60  This classification 

worked towards debasing a race of people and made it easier to kill their kind. 

“Men, women and children were killed and wounded without discrimination.”61 

The colonialist on horseback organised human hunting parties. No mercy was 

shown regarding gender or age. Gordon Bennett paints one such massacre site 

in Queensland. The scene shows an Aboriginal mother being raped by a white 

man while the other pins her to the ground, in close proximity to a decapitated 

husband and a lifeless blood-strewn child, face down. A number of Aboriginal 

artists have depicted massacre scenes in their work from Queenie McKenzie in 

Western Australia to Julie Gough in Tasmania. 
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Figure 10: Gordon Bennett Australia QLD 1955-2014. The Small Brown House (from ‘The Bounty Hunters’ 

series) 1991. Water colour and gouache on paper. 37 x 27 cm. Private Collection. Image courtesy and © 

The Estate of Gordon Bennett. 
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Land - Take Over 

A campaign was underway in the 1980s to commemorate the site of the first 

Government House built for Governor Phillip in 1788, as over time it had become 

a car park and derelict space. The Historic Houses Trust of New South Wales 

revamped the site to become the new Museum of Sydney and it opened to the 

public in 1995. Situated on the corner of Phillip and Bridge streets is a major 

commissioned public artwork. Installed in the courtyard to the entry of the 

museum is Edge of the Trees by Janet Laurence and myself. The sculpture 

contains 29 pillars that represent the clans who made up the Eora nation. On one 

of the sandstone pillars are the names of Sydney Aboriginals and sounds 

emanate out of split wooden pylons. You may hear Aboriginal voices speaking 

Aboriginal place names in and around Sydney harbour. Edge of the Trees 

addresses the disruption and impact on Aboriginal societies from the beginning. 

A line of trees reveal one side of the equation and hide the other, like the British 

cutting of trees in the open while Aboriginal people peered out from behind a 

Eucalypt forest. 

The Eora nation would bear the first onslaught around the Sydney basin. “They 

lost the capacity to follow their traditional patterns of travel, land management, 

hunting and food gathering within weeks of the invasion…”62 Further disruption to 

the bushland came in the form of hooved animals and their grazing on country. 

Soils became compacted with sheep, cattle, pigs and horses trampling on and 

consuming native grasses. Losses were inevitable. “Land, the entire focus and 

central tenet of Aboriginal culture was torn suddenly and forcefully from its axis 

and made the exclusive preserve of the grazing herd.”63 British-owned livestock 

took over with an added layer of violent retribution if stock losses were incurred. 
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Plants & Architecture 

The invasion was a double-edged sword. Not only was it an assault on Aboriginal 

people but it also damaged the natural environment irrevocably. Evans identifies 

this when he writes, “…The colonial frontier experience might best be studied 

and understood as an interactive, simultaneous assault upon people and 

place”.64 The Australian estate had been sensitively managed for thousands of 

years. It was a land rich in resources from open parklands to savannahs and 

acres of planted yam daisy. Early eyewitness accounts support that, “Across 

Australia newcomers saw grass where trees are now, and open forest free of 

undergrowth now dense scrub”.65 The topography was much more open and had 

been tended through an elaborate annual system of patchwork burnings. “The 

English pastoralists weren’t to know that the fertility they extolled on first entering 

the country was the result of careful management, and cultural myopia…”66 

British assumptions were at play, undervaluing the knowledges held by 

Australian Aboriginal populations. The newcomers overlayed their system of 

taxonomic or classificatory science onto the continent, from the human race to 

land care. This blindsided them to what was already here and its magnificence. 

The first action by the British was to fell the trees, clearing the ground for industry 

and houses. The next stage was to plunder a continent and rid the landscape of 

its original peoples. This takes a certain type of pathology. Science through 

Western classification led to all sorts of unfounded beliefs about Aboriginal 

Australians. “When Europeans began their classification of eras and the peoples 

of the world they decided that five things signified the development of agriculture: 

selection of seed, preparation of the soil, harvest of the crop, storage of the 
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surpluses, and large populations and permanent housing.”67 Paul Memmott has 

extensively researched Aboriginal architecture, identifying that both permanent 

and impermanent materials were used for houses across this continent. “…There 

is ample evidence that many groups did indeed occupy relatively permanent 

structures.”68 The other point is that Aboriginal people did harvest and grow 

seeds such as yam daisy, barley grass and kangaroo grass. Both these 

assumptions concerning dwelling permanency and agriculture are incorrect. 

Cedar 

Jonathan Richards highlights in The Secret War that, “The object of colonialism 

was the acquisition of land, minerals, timber and other resources”.69 The taking of 

pristine lands inherently meant the taking of bountiful natural resources. Ticket of 

leave prisoners known as “sawyers” took up work for licenced merchants and 

moved in search of red cedar.70 They usually comprised ex-convicts and were an 

uneducated class. 

Greed was at the heart of this colony’s rapid expansion and has been ever 

present since. Two Australian plant species make this tragically evident. The 

natural timber stocks were decimated, giving an insight into the colonial man’s 

rapacious lust for wealth. Majestic stands of Bunya trees and red cedar (also 

referred to as “red gold”) once thrived in the wilds of New South Wales and 

Queensland. Plundered in the early 1800s, an economy boomed and then 
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vanished entirely as a single species, in this case red cedar in New South Wales, 

was cut into extinction. The decimation of tree species is interchangeable with 

the decimation of human life as the conscience of Europeans stepped to one 

side. 

Colonial War – 50 Years 

The colonial war, occurring in the 50 years between 1788 and 1838, set the tone 

for how race relations continue thereafter. “Soldiers from British regiments played 

an important role in the conflict with the Aborigines in all parts of Australia during 

the fifty years between 1788 and 1838. They carried out large sweeps across 

disputed country to punish or intimidate troublesome tribes.”71 Unleashing fifty 

years of bullet fire generates a state of warfare on both sides. Each new region 

that is opened up is also an escalation in violence and recrimination. This is the 

pattern that is played out over and over again ricocheting across valleys, sand 

dunes, rocky escarpments, Bunya forests and Wallum country. 

Disproportionate violence moved against sovereign nations. Aboriginal deaths 

were savagely avenged for the killing of livestock or white men. “Frontier lore 

determined that every death must be avenged with disproportionate and usually 

indiscriminate violence.”72 There was no respect afforded to the original peoples 

or indeed any effort to compensate for the occupation of their lands or the taking 

of their resources. It was wholesale brutality, murder and theft. 
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The Town of Maryborough 

Reynolds writes that, “the fate of the ‘black race’ ceased to be a concern of the 

British government after 1850”.73 Australia continued a fully-fledged effort to rid 

the land of ‘blacks’ in a manner akin to the shooting of wild game in aristocratic 

circles during England’s ‘open season’. The point is that Aboriginal people were 

classified on many fronts. The list would have begun with having black skin, no 

perceived permanent housing, no perceived agriculture, no perceived religion, no 

perceived god, no perceived monetary system. “A ‘total identity’ stereotyping of 

Aborigines into, at best, perpetually irresponsible children or, at worst, utterly 

dispensable vermin.”74 Thus starts the treatment of Aboriginals as either childlike 

or vermin. If you are regarded as vermin, then there is no associated requirement 

to treat you as a human being. 

In Badtjala country, the resistance was continuous and consistent with a guerrilla 

war spanning two decades. It was not a one-sided lay down misere. As the 

Lands Commissioner for the Wide Bay and Burnett district noted of the 

Maryborough inhabitants in November 1853: 

It is almost impossible for me to describe the constant state of alarm in which the 

Townspeople are kept from a dread of the aggressions of the Blacks whose treachery 

and audacity are almost incredible…75 

The 1850s was a turning point in race relations. The prolonged targeting of 

farming crops in Maryborough was deliberate. The lack of access by Badtjala 

people to their hunting grounds caused interracial frictions. The occupation of 
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land by whites meant limited food for Badtjala people. Maryborough people were 

embittered, hardened and worn down by the drudgery of numerous skirmishes. 

Collecting 

In southeast Queensland from 1828 onwards, new ideologies and economies 

were coming into play as the daily grind of life on the frontier became a battlefield 

of tit for tat. Several new entrepreneurial horizons beckoned. Thoughts were 

turning to the discovery of new specimens, collecting and storing exotic flora and 

fauna. There was money that could be made from the collection and 

transportation of new species of plants, animals and Indigenous artefacts. 

The fever for collecting grew from one extreme to another. “…settlers in New 

South Wales became involved in the large scale movement of natural history 

specimens to scholarly European collectors, who paid top price for minerals, 

seeds, pressed plants and preserved animals from Australia. Aboriginal artefacts, 

many of them stolen from their makers, were also considered items worthy of 

sending back to Europe.”76 Private collectors such as German shipping magnate 

Goddeffroy, even sent out his own envoy, a female, to procure items. One of the 

most notable amongst these collectors would be Amalie Dietrich who also earned 

herself the name Angel of Black Death. It is rumoured that she paid locals to kill 

Aboriginals for the purpose of becoming specimens to be sent back to Germany. 

For a decade, she collected for Goddeffroy’s private collection. Featured on the 

front page of The Bulletin, the subtitle read, “This woman encouraged the killing 

of Aborigines for scientific research in the 1800s”.77 I wrote about Dietrich back in 

1997, describing her as, “Amalie Dietrich – naturalist and collector, worked in 
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Queensland from 1863 until 1873. The Leipzig Collection is comprised of more 

than 130 pieces of material culture, and eight skeletal remains from Queensland: 

five male and three female as well as a male skull from the city of 

Rockhampton.”78 Aboriginal societies were under siege from all directions at 

home and internationally. 

In highlighting just one of these colonial jaunts outside of the town of Cardwell, 

there is much that can be learned. John Ewen Davidson, a sugar cane grower, 

wrote in his diary on January 7, 1866, “Some blacks were seen, pursued and 

shot down; it was a strange and painful sight to see a human being running for 

his life and see the black police galloping after him and hear the crack of the 

carbines; the gins and the children all hid in the grass…”79 Yes: a strange sight 

indeed to witness several murders up close, fast-paced as adrenalin courses 

through your veins. It is with such cool detachment that the European mind is 

calculating a financial kickback. “It was common practice to remove or destroy 

food, weapons and articles of manufacture utterly regardless of the loss inflicted 

on their owners.”80 The colonial archetype is able to carry on his destruction 

without any semblance of discomfort. In 1872 Davidson visited the British 

Museum in London and donated to their collection, “a shield, a sword, two 

baskets, a cylindrical fish-trap and a ‘pearly’ shell necklace of ovoid plates strung 

on a cord; sad relics of a destroyed people and culture”.81 In all corners of 

Europe and the United Kingdom a large number of Aboriginal objects are 

scattered, as is their agency, as rare and exotic items take effect. 
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The collection of inanimate objects is one thing but the collection of living 

specimens, such as Aboriginal people, is an entirely different proposition. A “post 

colonial” war trophy of sorts was tied to racist science and theories on racial 

hierarchy, evident in the touring of Aboriginal people in overseas circuses, 

specifically in Europe and America. As Roslyn Poignant explains, “Some of the 

ideas about race and origins found vulgar expressions in a range of fabricated 

show characters”.82 The English language also acted as a powerful colonial 

weapon. Larissa Behrendt alerts us to this when she writes, “…The result is that 

‘Aboriginal’ and ‘savage’, ‘nigger’ and ‘cannibal’ are often used 

interchangeably”.83 The European gaze upon Aboriginals projected a curious mix 

of ‘the Missing Link, Cannibals or Wild Men’. Capitalising on imagined fear and a 

projected fantasy, paying audiences in Europe, lapped up these shows. 

Another one of those colonial ironies, if the truth is to be reflected upon, is that, 

“actual accounts of cannibalism by Aboriginal people are sketchy at best, and the 

most reliable documentary evidence does not record cannibalism by blacks but 

by whites”.84 This is evidenced in penal settlement reports and films like Van 

Diemen’s Land, 2009. 

During the 1880s, Aboriginal men, women and children were exhibited in a 

number of venues from “fairgrounds, circuses, museums, zoos, theatres [and] 

exhibition halls”.85 They were presented as spectacle on the world stage in the 

19th century at Dresden Zoo and promoted through flyers and carnival-like 

shows. “Three Fraser Island people were the first Aboriginal people to be taken 
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to Germany and then France in 1883.86 Two of the three died in Dresden, most 

likely from tuberculosis. “Their names are given as Bonangera (or Benanyora) 

who we know as Bonny, Durono (Jurano, Turano or Alfred) and Borondera (or 

Dorondera or Suzanne).”87 

Bonny survived and is later recorded as being in Lyon, France. A life size plaster 

cast was taken of his body and separately of his hands and feet. There is also an 

image of Bonny climbing a vertical wooden pole. How these three Fraser 

Islanders ended up in Europe was never explained. One can only speculate from 

other accounts that, “…These shows provided a powerful platform for the popular 

expression of ideas about difference between peoples in terms of inferiority and 

superiority”.88 

It is assumed that Bonny never made it back to Australian shores. The final 

records of his presence see him alive in Lyon. “Generally speaking, it was 

accepted that members of the indigenous groups died while on tour in Europe.”89 

Death has been the fate of many Indigenous people around the world through 

the impact of foreign invasions. 

The spread of Europeans into foreign continents have death and environmental 

destruction to answer for. Comparing Australia to the Belgian Congo sees the 

same oppression that transpires between a colonising Monarch, the apparatus of 

the State and Indigenous peoples. King Leopold II was ruthless in exploiting the 

resources of the Congo. The bloodshed of Africans reached its peak between 

1890 and 1910. This encapsulates a similar time frame to The Aboriginals 
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Protection and the Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, 1897 and the closing of 

Bogimbah Mission on Fraser Island in 1904. It is important to remember that 

similar to Indigenous Australians, “there was no written language in the Congo 

when Europeans arrived, and this inevitably skewed the way that history was 

recorded… Instead of African voices from this time there is largely silence”.90 

Mining Australian archives there is a dearth of written testimonials by Aboriginal 

people anywhere. Primary and secondary sources are populated from a white 

man’s or white woman’s perspective. The Aboriginal voice is absent and our 

history is a one-sided view of the world. 

What did Bonny think, feel and see in Germany and France? 
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Figure 11: Image of the life size plaster cast of Bonny, Lyon, France. 
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This chapter has taken a necessarily broad approach to the history and impact of 

the British colonial enterprise on Australia and its Indigenous peoples. Deeply 

etched into the psyche of the perpetrators is their knowing, bound up with 

feelings of guilt. The generational impact of these inflicted atrocities remain 

present in our Aboriginal psyche today. Germaine Greer unpacks a layer of 

colonialism, writing, “In Aboriginal peoples the suffocated feeling that is set free 

by alcohol is rage - howling, yelling, cursing, punching, kicking, murderous 

rage”.91  A silenced voice wants to erupt outward. Judy Atkinson’s research 

speaks to a level of rage. When it acts as a mask, she states, “under anger is 

always grief”.92 Like the title of the play, The Seven Stages of Grieving, there 

were waves of colonial assault and each required a different response by 

Indigenous Australia. 

Aboriginals suffered untold psychological trauma: “no people of the world in any 

era of their history wanted oppression, discomfort or inconsequence”.93 The full 

extent of this trauma has never been documented from first-hand Aboriginal 

accounts. As the Endeavour sailed up the east coast, no one could have dreamt 

of the impact these strangers would have. Indigenous nations could not know 

that they would be silenced into a point near oblivion. 
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Chapter	  Three:	  A	  Cloud	  Hovered	  Over	  The	  Land	  

“The agent does not alleviate oppression or mask domination. He displays and 

demonstrates them with the clear conscience of the law enforcer, and brings 

violence into the homes and minds of the colonized subject.” 94 

 

 

 
Figure 12: AIATSIS map of Aboriginal Australia 
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On the continent of Australia is a tapestry made up of Aboriginal nations. The 

current map of Australia looks very different to this. There were no straight lines 

upon this landmass before it was carved up into states and territories. Australian 

Aboriginal nations numbered between 600-700; of these, 200 were in the state of 

Queensland. Each nation occupied a sovereign land. Aboriginal nations are 

sovereign peoples who have never ceded their sovereignty. All nations occupy a 

tract of land with territorial boundaries sometimes formed by natural 

demarcations such as mountains, rivers and islands, as in the case of the 

Badtjala people. In Australia, Moreton-Robinson writes, “Indigenous people 

owned, lived on, were taught to know, and belonged to particular tracts of 

‘country’”. 95  As stated previously, the definition of ‘country’ in the use of 

Aboriginal language is much broader than standard English. 

The European gaze took in the untouched landform, a race of people and their 

‘Garden of Eden’. As the new arrivals stood on the banks of the Brisbane River 

they noted, “… the site of the future Brisbane, primeval forests of gums, 

bloodwood and ironbark clothed the ridges, and the flats nurtured patches of 

thick pine and fig tree. Fish, reptiles, birdlife and mammals abounded.”96 To the 

European eye, Brisbane or Moreton Bay as it was known then, was virgin land. 

Like the rest of Queensland they assumed it was available for the taking. 

Abigail Solomon-Godeau reminds us that colonial power over land is also power 

over bodies. 

In this expeditionary literature generated by Captain Cook, Wallis, Bougainville and the 

countless successive voyagers to the South Seas, the colonial encounter is first and 

foremost the encounter with the body of the Other. How that alien body is to be 
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perceived, known, mastered or possessed is played out within a dynamic of 

knowledge/power relations which admits of no reciprocity. On one level, what is enacted 

is a violent history of colonial possession and cultural dispossession – real power over 

real bodies. On another level, this encounter will be endlessly elaborated within a shadow 

world of representations – a question of imaginary power over imaginary bodies.97 

To give a general overview of what was here is also to consider the physique of 

Aboriginal men and women. It was noted early in the settlement, along the 

Brisbane River, in comparison to the English and largely Irish convict stock. “The 

‘ordinary stature’ of these ‘very athletic people’, Cunningham added, was ‘about 

six feet’ (182 cm). The average height of the Britishers, by contrast, was around 

5 feet 4 inches (162 cm).”98 This was also true of Badtjala men, who were six feet 

tall. This sight of an impressive race of people would have been part of the 

information taken in by the British arrivals. Similarly, the way they traversed the 

country would have also been a discovery. 

The mode of transport used by Aboriginal people, crossing vast distances of 

country, was through walking. Extensive walking paths crisscrossed the continent 

for trade, hunting and ceremony. As Evans explains, “Territories were connected 

by networks of ‘walking pads’ or ‘roads’ that served as thoroughfares for people 

on the move, bearing trading items or new songs, dances, information and 

ideas”.99 This, in turn, meant that European men used these paths to travel upon. 

It was no accident that they were used by the new arrivals in search of land and 

prosperity. 

Aboriginal philosophy is equally tied to country. A symbiotic relationship is and 

was ever-present between plant, animal, human, climatic seasons and cultural 
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practices of reciprocity. In times of abundance Aboriginal reciprocity was 

practiced. Pascoe states, “If we are to understand Indigenous philosophy it has 

to begin with the profound obligation to land”.100 This obligation was inherent to 

Indigenous custodians through coming together for the feasting on the Bunya 

nuts in the Blackall Ranges and Bunya Mountains of South East Queensland. 

Aboriginal people see country as holding responsibilities, rights and obligations 

relating to ceremony, feasting, travelling, trade, relatedness, sharing resources, 

marriage betrothals and kinship protocols, unlike colonial squatters. “The great 

Bunya Bunya nut harvests enabled huge gatherings of people to enjoy trade and 

cultural relationships with sufficient food to sustain all participants for long 

periods”.101 Through mass triennial Aboriginal gatherings the complexity of race 

relations in the state of Queensland can be viewed through this microcosm of 

exchanges at the Bunya grounds. Inter-tribal gatherings were organised to 

coincide with the ripening nut of the Bunya tree. 

Successive generations of Aboriginal people had harvested Bunya nuts for 

thousands of years. It was incumbent on Aboriginal societies to share their 

resources in times of abundance. The large Bunya Bunya nut harvest brought 

nations together for such feasting and cultural exchanges. 

Standing as sentinels, enormous Bunya trees would have been a magnificent 

sight for the new comers to these hinterlands. Unbeknownst to most Australians, 

even today, is the fact that clans and Aboriginal patriarchal lineages were 

responsible for certain trees, handed down from father to son, through the ages. 

This was a cultural custodianship that was practiced and reinforced. The nuts 

were a rich source of carbohydrate and, every three years, a bumper crop was 
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had. It was a time for huge gatherings, nation-to-nation cultural exchanges, 

strengthening ties, diplomacy and saw kinship relations renewed. “In the south-

east, elaborate triennial festivals were organised around the harvesting and 

roasting of nutritious bonyi (or Bunya) nuts, attracting thousands of participants to 

the Blackall Ranges and Bunya Mountains from populations extending over 

85,000 square kilometres.” 102  This territory was associated with hosting 

numerous nations traveling to feast on bonyi. 

As the colonial man travelled further north from Moreton Bay he was conjointly 

also surveying the landscape with its natural resources, since an opportunity for 

wealth lay in the milling of the timber from the Bunya trees. This industry did 

eventuate but, before then as Reynolds explains, “Queensland had two 

beginnings – as a government penal settlement on Moreton Bay in the 1820s 

and in the hinterland as a private rush of squatters and their animals up onto the 

lush pastures of the Darling Downs in the late 1830s and early 1840s”.103 Access 

to hinterland areas was made easier by the, already established, Aboriginal 

pathways which meant squatters were able to travel over long distances, either 

on foot or with horse and cart. In some cases, Aboriginal pathways directed the 

European instead of his choosing to go in a certain direction. 

Aboriginal nations would traverse vast terrain to reach the locations of the 

Blackall Ranges or the Bunya Mountains. At its height as many as 6000 people 

were in these two locales. People travelled from as far as “the Burnett Range in 

the north to the Richmond River in the south; from Fraser and Stradbroke Islands 

in the east to the Balonne, Maranoa and Barcoo Rivers in the West”. 104 

Aboriginal nations could not comprehend that stands of timber would become a 
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valuable commodity to the invader. Flora and fauna were about to experience the 

onslaught of the consequences of colonialism along with Aboriginal nations. 

Impending and irreparable change lay ahead for the host nations of the Wakka 

Wakka, Kabi-Kabi and Jinibara, whose country hosted the vast cultivations of 

Bunya trees. It was also a time when information was traded about the coming of 

the white man. “Aboriginal trade routes and ceremonial tracks carried reports of 

the brutality of the white invaders.”105 Vital information would have come from 

southern neighbours about them and their strange creature, called yarraman.106 

Horses offered an advantage to the squatter in attacking and escaping. 

Aboriginal societies knew of this animal long before seeing it. The use of the 

word yarraman nationally is testament to that. 

These Bunya assemblies enabled Aboriginal men to discuss active resistance 

against the coming of the white colonialists through targeting and defeating this 

enemy.107 Colonial warfare was planned and orchestrated on many fronts. The 

gatherings were important for Indigenous peoples to strategize combat and 

analyse the opponent and their potential force. Aboriginal societies still practising 

their traditions in southeast Queensland and northern New South Wales however 

were not prepared to encounter attacks from other Aboriginal men dressed in 

uniforms, wielding guns and riding on horseback. Jonathan Richards identifies, 

“one particular form of brutality, sometimes associated with Native Police 

operations, was the practice of ‘nigger-hunting’.” 108  No crimes had been 

committed by Aboriginal parities travelling to the Bunya grounds, therefore, 
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“nigger-hunting” is the only way in which the engagement of the Native Police in 

this terrain would have been deployed. 

A foreign military force employing Aboriginal knowledge through the Native 

Mounted Police was hostile and aggressive. The bush skills employed by the 

Native Police were instrumental in quickening the demise of the Bunya 

gatherings. However, in the early years, a frontal attack upon the Bunya 

gatherings by the Native Police was not employed as the amassed warriors were 

too great in number. A campaign of divide and rule through targeting parties 

arriving and leaving the grounds was implemented. The Native Police “exploited 

the opportunity which the festivals presented to assault individual parties of 

Aborigines en route to or [departure] from such gatherings”.109 This tactic of 

ambush was opportunistic and effective through the clear advantage of firearms 

and horses, making speed another unsuspecting assault and escape technique. 

Shooting at ‘blacks’ was a common occurrence. Sometimes these shooting 

sprees were jointly organised exercises. At other times, a two-pronged approach 

or military manoeuvre like the ‘pincer movement’ in infantry warfare unfolded. 

Punitive attacks were carried out by both the Native Mounted Police Corps and 

pastoralists comprising of vigilante groups. The interface of intertribal gatherings 

and squatter axiological violence can also be extrapolated to surrounding districts 

and future race relations such as in the Wide Bay region. 

Frederick Wheeler, a notorious member of the Native Police, “openly killed 

Indigenous people for almost twenty years”.110 When questioned by the Select 

Committee of the Legislative Assembly established in 1861, Lieutenant Fred 

Wheeler was asked and responded to a question by the Committee saying; 
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‘Do you think there is any other way of dealing with them, except by shooting them?’ 

‘No, I don’t think they can understand anything else except shooting them; at least, that is 

the case, as far as my experience goes.’111 

Also carrying out reprisals were the squatters, pastoralists and farm hands. “As 

squatters sought to ‘clear’ their holdings by leading punitive expeditions against 

local Aboriginal tribes, a state of almost open warfare existed.”112 Shrouded in 

the frontier wars was a deliberate code of secrecy employed by state and 

squattocracy. “Frontier communities were notorious for keeping secret their 

exploits in the war.”113 

A few accounts were recorded, however, as some individuals did put pen to 

paper. Here is one such account: “George Serecold wrote to his brother in 

England, December 1857 telling him, that his party of twelve squatters and their 

servants had patrolled over 100 miles of territory for three weeks, ‘sparing none 

of the grownup blacks we could find’.”114 This policy of murder effectively crippled 

the coming together of Aboriginal nations at the Bunya grounds until it was no 

longer a cultural practice. Aboriginal nations participating in the gatherings at the 

Blackall Ranges and Bunya Mountains saw mass killings first-hand, and bore the 

effects of the destruction of their natural food resources. The impact was 

calamitous on the traditional landowners and their visitors alike. 

Within a period of 45 years, the gathering of Aboriginal nations from as far afield 

as the Clarence River in New South Wales was over, clans and custodial trees 

decimated. Evans suggests that “debilitative ‘survival’ conditions following land 

deprival and the imposition of patterns of ‘racial feeding’ are directly 
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contributive.”115  This once great food source was then out of reach due to 

colonial possession of vast tracts of land and heralded the demise of these once 

robust trees in a short period of time. A rich cultural practice was relegated to 

history with scant trace. The last recorded Bunya ceremony was in 1875 at 

Mount Mowbullan in the Bunya Mountains. After that, Aboriginal gatherings were 

smashed forever and the pristine forests of Bunya trees suffered at the hands of 

colonial exploitation and greed. The trees were milled into non-existence with the 

path of conquest resolute in its environmental and cultural destruction. 

Plant Destruction 

The targeting of the Bunya species impacted enormously on the environment 

and Indigenous cultural practices. It took just a little under a decade for this ‘god 

given’ natural resource to be depleted. “In 1892 the Great Bunya Sawmills closed 

down.” 116  Under the impact of Europeans another species had been over-

exploited for profit. 

Opening up the country had seen plant plundering, causing decimation to 

individual species. Aboriginal staple foods such as yam daisy and native grasses 

had all but gone, stands of red cedar in New South Wales cut down and now the 

over milling of Bunya trees had been achieved. Imperial expansion has caused 

catastrophic damage on Australian mega-diversity, previously one of the richest 

geographies in the world. The modus operandi of Europeans was to loot, plunder 

and squander natural resources. 
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Violence Fraser Island – Native Police 

Upon British arrival there were no accurate figures of Aboriginal populations 

recorded. Aboriginal deaths due to attacks and resistance during warfare do not 

exist either.117 Although battles were numerous and bloody, with the invading 

British and subsequent ‘settler’ occupation there is no comprehensive data. As 

noted by Robert ∅rsted-Jensen, “Queensland certainly had by far the greatest 

loss of European lives in frontier skirmishes and accounts for the singularly 

largest frontier massacres on whites on Australian record”.118 

British colonisation on other continents had occurred prior to the colonisation of 

Australia. “The objective of colonial discourse is to construe the colonised as a 

population of degenerate types on the basis of racial origin, in order to justify 

conquest and to establish systems of administration and instruction.”119  The 

British were adept at control and instituting racism. Years of invasion and 

occupation elsewhere stood them in good stead for the pursuit of Australian 

lands and the domination of Indigenous people. Between 1788 and 1838, British 

soldiers were an active force across Australia in the conflict with Aboriginal 

people. The objective was to crush Aboriginal populations. There were no rules 

of engagement, just sheer brutality from beginning to end. Aboriginal men, 

women and children were all targeted. 

The removal of indigenous peoples off their country involved open warfare. 

Lawlessness was common when a township was trying to establish itself. 

“Maryborough in Queensland’s Wide Bay district experienced prolonged 
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insecurity. Travel outside the settlement was considered dangerous for years.”120 

Colonial anxiety was high due to the level of retaliation carried out by Badtjala 

people who, at various stages of the campaign, had been highly successful. They 

possessed inherent advantages due to their knowledge of country and its terrain. 

In Queensland, the mid 1800s was a time of rapid change. Judy Atkinson 

outlines in Trauma Trails how, “colonisation brought violence in forms 

inconceivable to a people who had lived removed from the incursions of 

colonisers that had been occurring in European countries for centuries”.121 This 

would be a time of sheer psychological terror for both sides. Ørsted-Jensen 

makes the point that, “…attitudes towards Aboriginal people and frontier violence 

were clearly hardening during the period from 1850 and into the 1880s”.122 

Badtjala people waged a twenty-year guerrilla war from the natural fortress of 

Fraser Island as the advance of white settlement moved north to the Wide Bay 

area. At one point, the Badtjala nation had the upper hand and raids were a daily 

occurrence on Maryborough town dwellers. In the Original Maryborough Site, 

Tom Blake and Richard Allom write that, “the prospect of the town being 

abandoned was real. During the crisis of 1855 at least ten percent of the 

population left.”123 

Parts of K’gari would have been impenetrable either on foot or horseback. 

Without a combatant who was of the same race, the township of Maryborough 

may never have taken hold. This was a turning point in the guerrilla war so far. 

The scales tipped in favour when the state government deployed the Native 
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Mounted Police. Aboriginal warriors had to be strategic in their methods of 

warfare. Different Aboriginal nations used different guerrilla tactics. Smoke was 

used in the frontier wars around Sydney and another stratagem was night raids 

on farmers’ crops. Other means of attack and counter defence were also 

employed, as highlighted in in Exclusion, Exploitation and Extermination, with a 

letter by John Taylor who writes, “between 1841 and 1855, at least 45 Europeans 

were killed by Aborigines in Wide Bay and Burnett”.124 In December 1853, the 

citizens of Maryborough called for greater police protection as “the blacks have 

openly threatened to kill the white people…”125 Badtjala warriors used stealth on 

the township of Maryborough and retreated to the sanctuary of Fraser Island 

when needed. 

Killing machines in the form of Native Mounted Police were co-opted and 

administered by the state. Sheer violence rained down upon nation after nation 

as the frontier kept advancing north. “The black police and their officers were 

quite as inhuman, if not more so. These guardians of the law seemed to have full 

licence to kidnap and ravish the women of the first tribe they came across after a 

depredation had taken place.”126  There were no Aboriginal prisoners – only 

death, mutilation, maiming or rape. The frontier was open slather for the mowing 

down of Aboriginal populations. Many were hunted, ambushed at dawn and 

hounded into exhaustion from being ‘on the run’. The Queensland government 

employed and sanctioned units of Native Police who were shooting Aboriginals in 

large numbers. Staying one step ahead was a repeated daily exercise in survival 

for Aboriginal men, women and children. 
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Officially there was no declaration of war by the state government. Records were 

kept but heavily doctored to mask the truth and scale of the violence. The most 

common euphemism used for massacres was the word ‘dispersal’. The state 

played a dubious role in both its denial and evasion of the truth. A campaign of 

governmental cover ups required a code of conduct. This took the form of 

silence. Perpetrators maintained their silence with their deeds at the centre of 

systemic violence. Halse writes, “On the frontier beyond the towns, lawlessness 

prevailed. Aboriginal groups were ‘dispersed’ – the euphemism for organised, 

quasi-martial sorties and the nineteenth-century synonym for ‘ethnic cleansing’ a 

century later – by settlers avaricious for land and dominance.”127  Aboriginal 

losses were large. 

In 2008 I singled out and highlighted the word, Dispersed, in a sculpture. The text 

begins with a D, its façade sporting a number of 303 inch, calibre bullets. 

The reports of massacres, couched in euphemistic language, are consistent and 

make for heavy reading. Analysis of Queensland’s laws are repetitive with 

injustice and continued hypocrisy. 
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Figure 13: Dispersed, install at Andrew Baker Art Dealer, 2008. 

Early in its reign, the Queensland government seconded the Native Mounted 

Police, a semi-military force, into its ranks. Aboriginal men from New South 

Wales were used largely to combat Aboriginal nations and their sovereignty in 

the state of Queensland up until 1870.128 These encounters were bloody, brutal 

and took no prisoners. Often locals wrote and requested assistance; Evans et al. 

note: 

After white inhabitants scouring Fraser Island failed to meet and combat the Aborigines 

there, A.H. Halloran concurred: 

It requires people of their own class who can make their way through dense scrubs and 

creeks and places where a white man encumbered with clothing cannot travel.129 
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From 1850 to 1859, serious attention was being focused on Badtjala resistance 

and other episodes of retaliation. Evans writes that state control was established 

through the use of Native Mounted Police and “was adopted by the Queensland 

Government from the outset in 1859 as a counter-insurgency force to ascertain 

the ultimate supremacy of white settlement”. 130  The operational veil of 

institutionalised violence was sanctioned by the state through the use of these 

squads of Native Mounted Police. 

In 1884, the Police Commissioner acknowledged the native police force as 

separate from the ordinary Queensland police force. At other times, specific raids 

were carried out and any form of Badtjala resistance was set upon. The Native 

Police, in punitive action controlled by the state and tag along “squatter vigilante 

parties” were amassed to exact revenge.131 On 4 August 1851, Commandant 

Walker made the comment that he wanted to “proceed against the ‘charcoals’ of 

Fraser Island”.132 It was not until December that they made their move across to 

the island. 

In Written in Sand, Fred Williams states, 

The native police invaded Fraser Island on Christmas Eve, 1851. The force comprised 

some twenty-four troopers under Commandant Walker, Lieutenant Marshall and 

Sergeant-Major Dolan, along with four local squatters and the captain and crew of the 

schooner Margret and Mary… All were armed and sworn in as special constables. The 

activities of this punitive expedition over the next eleven days remain shrouded in 

secrecy.133 
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The boundaries between the law, mounted police and Aboriginal massacres 

were ambiguous. The cover up and denials came through the use of language 

and, in particular, the word ‘dispersal’ in official report writing. Using deceptive 

language, falsifying documented records and staying silent were common 

practice. On the other side of the equation was an additional masking of brutal 

deeds carried out. How do you hide the evidence when Aboriginal bodies needed 

to be disposed of? Hiding physical evidence took ingenuity and cunning. The 

outcome of mass killings was a labour of sorts. Burning the remains or dumping 

them in watercourses, it seems, were the solutions. 

Wave after wave of frontier violence impacted. The effects of dispossession on a 

race and their sovereign lands were a people subdued into submission. A new 

co-dependent relationship formed between the colonised and the coloniser. As 

Atkinson explains, “Having been dispossessed, those invaded were dependent 

on the invaders. This dependency was then reinforced by institutional controls 

(Rowley 1970, 1971; Baker 1983: 30-41) which increased the dependant 

conditions of the oppressed. The institutions and systems of the colonisers were 

imposed on people already traumatised by physical violence.”134 New colonial 

systems were put in place to oversee the remnant populations of Queensland 

such as The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, 

1897. 

The British brought with them systems of control learnt through years of slave 

trading from the African continent and elsewhere. It was an exacting measure 

well-practiced. Much like the introduction and control of the Native Police Force 

in Queensland, where the recruits had no loyalties to Aboriginal nations, but only 

to their commanding white officers. Well-established in British combat was the 

practice known as ‘divide and rule’. A selection of Aboriginal men, usually from 
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New South Wales or Victoria, were recruited up until the year 1870. They could 

not speak the languages of the southeast Queensland nations, signalling another 

decisive element in their lack of intertribal allegiances. 

Settler violence 

Aboriginal men used a method of hit and disband which was an effective tool in 

their guerrilla warfare. “The warriors… secretly watched the settlers, learnt how 

they spent their days, attacked when least expected and retreated 

immediately…”.135  In the districts, Aboriginal men waited and watched their 

opponents. Squatter after squatter sought to clear his patch of land of local 

Aboriginal tribes, and led expeditions exhorting ‘shoot to kill’. A period of open 

warfare was entered into. This weighed heavily on both sides; to be ingenious 

through stealth and to out-manoeuvre your opponent was a matter of life and 

death. 

In the year 1854, 

…the Land Commissioner wrote: 

Fraser Island’s Blacks…have mustered in large numbers round the township with the 

expressed determination of rescuing the prisoner and destroying the Town. On Sunday 

last, they appeared in such formidable numbers well armed with spears and nulla-nullas 

that I was obliged to send in my own men to disperse them… If they knew their own 

strength, the place would very soon be abandoned…”136 

This was the determination and strength of the Badtjala, a proud people, defiant 

in every way. 
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Battle made for strange bedfellows. “…A militant expression of white ‘mateship’ 

which cut across class lines simply because it reinforced racial ones.”137 The 

commonality of war focused attention on one enemy, that of the ‘dark skinned 

race’ as whites banded together, outnumbered and fearful. Conflict in the Wide 

Bay region used all sorts of methods to get rid of the ‘blacks’. Not all settler 

violence was avenged by using a gun. There are many accounts of poisons used 

to the same effect. Flour or milk, laced with either arsenic or strychnine, was left 

out for curious or hungry Aboriginal clans, causing an agonising death, “the so-

called ‘death pudding’”.138 Poisoning, being shot at by a Martini Henry or Snider 

rifle, all resulted in the same outcome. Death. 

Sex 

Prior to the British encounter, Aboriginal populations were not affected by 

venereal disease. It was brought by the colonisers to these shores from the 

outset. Evans writes, “More than half of the Endeavour’s population were carriers 

of syphilis and gonorrhoea”.139 Although sexual relations were not entered into 

during the first European encounters with Aboriginal nations from the Endeavour, 

sexual treachery lay ahead on the returning vessels of 1788 and thereafter. 

There were many accounts of sexual exploitation and the duplicitous governing 

of Aboriginal women’s bodies for sexual gratification that came with colonial lust, 

desire and hard-core malevolence. As Christine Halse identified it was not before 

long that, “Aboriginal women were coveted sexual spoils of conquest”.140 
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There was no gentle demeanour about the invaders. Life was harsh and those 

who came into contact with it were subjected to their brutality. Ex-convict 

shepherds and station hands, brutalized by years of penal suffering, frequently 

sexually rapacious and often driven to panic reactions by the pressures of frontier 

confrontations, added a lethal ingredient to the intensity of conflict.141 Brutalised 

men would in turn brutalise Indigenous captives. European men often kidnapped 

Aboriginal children for their sexual gratification. Crimes of this nature went 

unpunished in the lawlessness of frontier society. 

Attacks from all sides came upon Aboriginal women. The mounted Native Police 

were notorious for taking and molesting women after battle. This was another 

war crime in the long list of charges that went on during the frontier reprisals. 

According to Richards, there was never disciplinary action or litigation against the 

troopers for sexual misconduct. However, the ramifications of unwanted sex were 

many. 

A by-product of this war was the lethal spread of venereal disease. One could 

consider this a type of deliberate germ warfare. “The Indigenous people of 

Queensland were being decimated by the bloody violence of colonisation, 

epidemics of smallpox and influenza, and the rampant spread of venereal 

disease.”142  More and more Aboriginal women and girls became carriers of 

sexually transmitted infections. A consequence of sexual assaults on women and 

children caused syphilis to go untreated. No medical attention was administered 

to Aboriginals for these infections. Untreated syphilis can affect the heart, brain, 

eyes, liver, blood vessels, bones and joints. Failing health meant lethargy and left 

in a state of economic dependence and good will from your oppressors. “Hospital 
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treatment for paupers was dependent upon authorisation by a police 

magistrate.”143 

Another indicator of colonial thought processes was the phrases coined and their 

meaning. An indication of what was taking place in Queensland is conveyed 

through the use of the English language. Research shows that, 

a whole language evolved in Australia around the sexual violations of Aboriginal women: 

‘gin’ busts, ‘gin’ sprees, ‘gin’ jockeys, ‘gin’ shepherds, and so on. Such terminology 

places sexual violence against women in the context of sport and contextualises 

Aboriginal women as animals to be used for sporting pleasure.144 

A constant niggle on the colonial man’s mind was the licentious chase for 

Aboriginal women and children. Importantly, Richards states, “the violent sexual 

abuse of Indigenous Australian children began with colonisation”.145 During the 

19th century Aboriginal women were spoken of as ‘black velvet’ or ‘stud-gins’. 

Aboriginal sexual encounters with marauding white males were debased, rough, 

and notably taken by force. 

The irony of white libidinal hate tied to the rampant pursuit of Aboriginal women 

was an outright rejection from society. Aboriginal women were placed on the 

lowest of the hierarchies and never accepted above their subjugated station in 

life. In particular, historical attitudes held toward Aboriginal women have carried 

through the generations and are deeply ingrained into white patriarchal society. 
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Figure 14: Black Velvet, install Northern Centre for Contemporary Art, Darwin, 2014 

After conceptualising the words ‘Black Velvet’ I created an installation for an 

Australian viewing audience. Front and centre, this work demands its own space 

and attention. Historically, Aboriginal women’s sexuality has been tainted through 

white Australian men’s actions and attitudes. This is one of the burdens of history 

we carry. Acting as both construct and stereotype are these words are reclaimed 

in the 21st century by an Aboriginal artist. One could argue that such reclamation 

is what cultures do to repossess the initiative, like the ‘N’ word (Nigger) adopted 

by the African American hip-hop artists. 

A number of factors guided the fledgling state of Queensland. Aboriginal ‘walking 

pads’, economics, attempted ‘ethnic cleansing’ and libidinal lust − these are the 

ties that bind us. A ‘Garden of Eden’ is seen by the British, who viewed rivers, 
pristine mountain ranges forested with Bunya trees, and the topographies 

managed by Aboriginal nations through firestick burning techniques. With a keen 

eye, the invaders staked a claim on land, plundering resources and unleashing 

numerous violent deeds, the likes of which have not been seen before. A 

physically imposing race of people, tall in stature, holding custodial 

responsibilities and sovereign rights to country, remain determined to fight back. 
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The complexity of warfare and its contradictions were present through the 

disruption to traditional Aboriginal societies in southeast Queensland with the 

recruitment of Native Mounted Police whose job it was to inflict harm on other 

Aboriginal nations. Different timelines in the process of unfolding colonisation 

made this possible. Co-opted and disenfranchised Aboriginal men, who had 

already gone through this war elsewhere, were prepared to put on a blue 

uniform, use a gun and take orders from white commanding officers. It must also 

be noted that a large percentage of Aboriginal recruits absconded. 

Running concurrently to the open violence was an “economic warfare”.146 For 

colonial settler occupation, the acquisition of land meant wealth; standing in their 

way and the possession of land were Aboriginal nations. The undeclared frontier 

wars create psychological trauma for all involved. 

If the European man didn’t have his arsenal, horses and the Native Mounted 

Police then a very different scenario could have been likely. Similarly, “If the 

white man had kept his hands off Aboriginal women”, then an alternative history 

may have unfolded.147 By the time the state government realised the losses of 

Queensland’s Aboriginal populations, they began to act out of a sense of 

urgency, guilt and with an eye to the future. It was an indelible stain they did not 

want on their conscience; nor did they want to go down in history as wiping a 

race of people off the face of the earth. 

During Queensland’s imperialistic expansion, attitudes towards Aboriginal people 

were hardened and large numbers massacred. Dwindling populations signalled 

to the government that other measures needed to be put in place. The state’s 

politicians did not want to be known for carrying out wholesale murder and tried 
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to remedy the situation through devising new policy for the humane management 

of Indigenous survivors. The policy that eventuated was called The Aboriginals 

Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, 1897. 
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Chapter	  4:	  The	  Opium	  Pipe	  Beclouds	  Their	  Lives	  

“In attempting to investigate the Bogimbah Creek reserve on Fraser Island and 

the Aboriginal ‘inmates’ relocated, one is immediately struck by the almost total 

silence of Australian historians on this significant segregative experiment.”148 

 

 

To understand the colony and race politics is to know that many overlapping 

layers of unjust treatments were unfolding at the same time for Indigenes. Evans 

states succinctly, “The denial of race-murder was ultimately the denial of 

European guilt and incrimination in the destruction of Aboriginal life and 

culture.”149 Aboriginal nations were severely affected in numerous ways by the 

cruel pathology of another race. 

This chapter looks at Archibald Meston, the first southern Queensland Protector 

of Aboriginals and one of the principle architects behind the 1897 Aboriginals 

Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. An attitudinal change in the 

colony was afoot with an informal truce in the townships described as “letting 

them in”. 150  This was in no small part dictated by labour shortages. The 

Queensland government also wanted to lessen the burden of “victory” with their 

conscience weighing heavy upon them from decades of brutality. An Aboriginal 

labour force was manipulated through forms of payment not known to them 

before: using opium ash or charcoal opium. This form of the drug was already 
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smoked, with the residue more potent than the first, and it was used in lieu of 

payment to Aboriginal men, women and children. It meant the addiction of a race; 

in return an economy flourished. 

Meston’s own life and ideology came into question as he traversed from killer to 

autocratic protector of Aboriginals. His reports influenced the legislation in 

Queensland for decades and, in turn, helped shape policy for two other 

Australian states and the Northern Territory, “The Queensland Act set the pattern 

for the Western Australian Act of 1905 and for the South Australian Acts of 1910 

and 1911.”151 Thirty-three sections in the Queensland Act dictated terms on how 

Aboriginals should live. The township of Maryborough, within Badtjala country, is 

a stringent reminder of how race interactions often unfolded, and is an example 

of the ‘problem’ Meston was charged with ‘solving’. 
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Figure 15: From the series Horror Has a Face titled, The Protector, 2017. 
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Maryborough 

Maryborough was founded in the year 1847. “When George Furber first arrived 

on the Mary River to build his store and shanty, he sought the assistance of local 

aborigines”.152 This working relationship was amicable until, at some point, a 

perceived deception in the payment of flour for labour transpired. An axe was 

thrown at Furber’s head. He was badly wounded, and sought medical attention in 

Ipswich. 

There were a number of accounts of Wide Bay Aboriginals or the Badtjala nation 

working with non-Indigenous people in the early establishment of Maryborough 

and the Wide Bay district. “Aborigines with their intimate knowledge of the river 

and bay were used extensively by ships’ captains as pilots.”153 Different types of 

interactions were negotiated, sometimes co-operative but, at other times, 

wholesale mischievous endeavours resulted. Petty robbery seems to have 

unsettled the settler. In these accounts, the generalised language used sees no 

individual names used for Aboriginals or their nation in Maryborough. They are 

simply lumped together as ‘blacks’. 

Skirmishes with Badtjala people were reported in the local newspaper. An 

account from 1853 reads: 

One night the blacks, broke into the store, and re-moved fully two tons of the flour, which 

had been made up into 200lb. bags, and carried it across the Mary River. All the 

residents of the town went in pursuit of the plunder’s, and the writer’s father and Messrs. 

Paddy Glindon, and J.E. Brown came upon the blacks resting on a flat piece of ground, 

on the coast, opposite Fraser’s Island. They were surrounded by the natives, and had to 

stand back to back, to withstand an attack until re-enforcements came to their assistance. 

The whites were unable to re-capture the flour, however, and were obliged to beat a 
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hasty retreat to escape with their lives. The flour was transferred by the blacks, from bags 

to containers made out of tea tree bark. The natives responsible for the robbery came 

from Fraser Island.154 

The Badtjala were a nuisance to the settler society of Maryborough, forcing many 

to pack up and leave altogether. “The town felt under siege, particularly in the 

period 1852 - 55.”155 Letters were sent to the Maryborough Chronicle and to the 

government requesting more police. It is reported that Maryborough lost up to ten 

percent of its population due to Aboriginal attacks. 

As a result, the town folk were constantly carrying their firearms and asked for 

the intervention of the Mounted Native Police for assistance. In 1864 a letter to 

the Maryborough Chronicle was sent by the newly formed Maryborough 

Vigilance Committee. They wrote, 

I would suggest that Government be asked to again establish a Section of native police at 

their old quarters, Cooper’s Plains; if they do so we will hear no more of our roads being 

infested by bands of unmolested savages…Signed, An Old Hand, Mary River, 20 June 

1864156 

As time marched on so did retribution for localized robbery and the murder of 

provocative whites. The Maryborough Chronicle, reporting on an attempted 

robbery in July 1877, complained that “the audacity of the blacks in this district is 

becoming simply intolerable”.157 This scenario was replicated many times across 

the state. Sporadic attacks kept the settlers on guard and in constant fear. For 

two decades the Badtjala people kept up a guerrilla resistance. As cited 
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previously in Chapter One, the 1851 Fraser Island massacre was one of a 

number of killings orchestrated by the Native Mounted Police during this period. 

Changing Ideology: “letting them in” 

Following successive waves of frontier and settler violence there was ideological 

change on a number of fronts by township men and women. Noel Loos identifies, 

“In each district when the decision was made to ‘let the blacks in’, there was a 

variety of factors operating”.158 Circumstances meant that Aboriginals came in of 

their own volition. As Reynolds points out, “When enough members of the 

warring bands had been killed or the hunt for food became too arduous, the 

survivors ‘came in’ to towns, camps and stations”.159 

An underlying factor was a shortage of labour. Industries such as pearlshell and 

beche-de-mer diving, mining, saw millers, small farmers, sugar cane planters and 

pastoral work all required menial workers. In a multi-racial society, attitudes of a 

class division also came into play. “White men disdained to do ‘nigger’ work – 

that is, demeaning ‘servile’ labour for others which offered no prospect of rising in 

the social structures.”160 Aboriginals existing on the fringes of towns colloquially 

called ‘black’s camps’ were engaged in ‘rough work’, not paid in wages but items 

of food, clothing, alcohol and opium dregs. It started to dawn on the settlers who 

were now readjusting their interaction with remnant Aboriginal populations in the 

districts that, “Instead of driving them away with guns into the scrub, they could 

be brought into the open by offering them rations…” 161 
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Adding to the decline in available labour were, “the gold rushes of the 1860s and 

1870s [which] compounded chronic labour shortages and many pastoral 

properties were totally dependent on their Aboriginal workers…”162 The tide of a 

colonial onslaught now saw the need for a working co-existence between the 

races. Labour was at the crux of the matter, albeit simply offered another form of 

control over Aboriginal peoples’ lives. “The frontier labour shortage was obliquely 

noted in 1866: ‘If we had known how useful these blackfellows could be, we 

should not have shot so many of them’, said the Bishop of Sydney.”163 Under the 

harsh conditions of a Queensland sun, the colonial mind set now saw Indigenous 

men, women and children as a pool of cheap labour. The underlying purpose 

behind “letting them in” allowed menial labour to be done for little or no expense 

to the settler. As Loos writes, “There was as well a strong economic incentive for 

the colonial to make ‘terms of friendship’.”164 This one-sided economic exchange 

was the new order of the day. 

Opium 

Aboriginal people who had come out the other end of a brutal colonial onslaught 

were offered a period of economic inducement. Now Aboriginal labour was 

sought and taken advantage of in a multi-faceted arrangement. “For many 

employers narcotic dependency was a far cheaper means of keeping a regular 

Aboriginal workforce.” 165  Unscrupulous settlers paid Aboriginal labourers in 

‘opium ash’. “The use of such cheap, readily available, tension-releasing drugs 

as alcohol and opium dross was understandable, a system of the stress of the 

rapid culture change with its associated demoralisation and loss of hope and 
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purpose.”166 The newcomers achieved the subordination of a sovereign peoples 

and their culture. Over time, Aboriginal employees suffered the consequences of 

opium addiction. 

 

Figure 16: Display at the Bond Store Museum, Wharf Street, Maryborough. 

Now living in a state of poverty they had not experienced or witnessed before, 

Loos points out that, “group cohesiveness was accompanied by a squalor 

previously unknown”.167 A proud people, reduced to hanging onto the fringes of 

white society, were forced to eke out a daily existence. For Aboriginal people, 

opium may have offered a form of momentary release, to forget their emotional 

and psychological pain. 
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Along with the decimation of the race came a new wave of psychological trauma. 

Reynolds writes, “They were overrun by avalanches of unexpected, 

unimaginable change”. 168  Aggressive cultural change forced new coping 

strategies. Lack of engagement in society may have offered one alternative to 

obliterate memories. Opium could have been the mind-numbing release 

Indigenes were independently seeking. After decades of warfare, sexual 

violence, transmitted syphilis and gonorrhoea, kidnapping, a decline in birth 

rates, destruction of ceremonial life and resources, and the taking of lands meant 

that there was not only a lot to comprehend, but grief as well. 

Initially introducing legislation to solve the “Aboriginal problem”, the Queensland 

government played a dubious double game in issuing licences to sell opium 

across the state to whites and Chinese. In return, the state government earned a 

sizeable revenue as, “opium trading was worth over £30,000 annually”.169 

Legalising the sale of opium meant it was difficult to unwind an entrenched and 

widespread practice. Aboriginal people did not smoke opium in dens like other 

users, but drank from a communal mixture of water and residue called “charcoal 

opium”.170 

Racism was evident again after the 1897 Act was legislated, with the only 

prosecutions against the Chinese, sometimes by methods of police entrapment. 

The Queensland government targeted Chinese men who were selling opium, 

with no white man ever prosecuted after the introduction of the legislation. “The 

Chinese are not the only criminals in this business, but so far they have been the 

scapegoats to carry the more prominent sins of the degrading traffic. White 

men… supply the [Aboriginal] men with opium to induce them to work, and the 
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women so that they may remain about the station.”171 In Queensland, racial 

hierarchies underpinned all matters. 

Vexed Sex 

Aboriginal women were kept close to service the sexual urges of white men. This 

unspoken co-habitation seemed to rule race interactions in Queensland from 

senior levels of Government to the lower classes of white men in the districts. For 

a number of years, Fraser Island had been targeted for recruiting Aboriginals for 

its coastal island qualities. The whole east coast of Queensland was known for 

its treatment of Aboriginal men, women and children, who were often taken by 

force onto fishing vessels. Underscoring this was, “the kidnapping of women not 

only for their labour but also to satisfy the sexual needs of an otherwise almost 

entirely male fishing population…”172 The pressure of sexual abduction, assault 

and infection by venereal disease on Aboriginal women created insecurity. There 

was no safe environment from marauding white males bent on sexual raids. 

Shirleene Robinson encapsulates the levels of abuse prevalent on board ship, 

writing, “the physical, sexual and emotional abuse of adult and child Aboriginal 

workers was extensive”.173 Fishing boats were packed to the gills, “with some 

vessels having as many as 40 [Aboriginal workers on board].”174 The beche-de-

mer and the pearl shell industries (and the numbers of ships) reached their peak 

in the early 1880s. 
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Before Bogimbah Mission was established on Fraser Island, Reverend Fuller set 

up a mission on the west coast at Ballargan, later to become a Quarantine 

Station. “In June 1874, the Missionary Edward Fuller wrote from Fraser Island to 

the Reverend J. Buckle of the oystermen and other whites who stole young girls 

from his mission”.175 Race relations were epitomised by the colonial man’s lust 

for Aboriginal women, a common nightly and daily pursuit. 

A decade later the Queensland parliament was legislating on behalf of Aboriginal 

and South Sea Islanders ‘shanghaied’ into the fishing trade. One of the most 

difficult frontiers to monitor was the fishing industry. 

It was undeniably the case that… Queensland Aborigines were commonly victims of 

kidnapping, assault and murder. 

In 1884 premier Samuel Griffith passed legislation to protect Melanesian and Aboriginal 

costal workers, requiring return of all Aboriginal labour to home ports, inspections of 

boats, and introducing penalties for forcible seizure of Aboriginal women.176 

Shrouded in secrecy this debased pathology had not been seen before by 

Indigenes. A rapacious sexual appetite dictated circumstances for the 

maltreatment of Aboriginal women and children. “Meston found that people were 

at the mercy of Europeans… Women and children especially were treated like 

chattels and, in his view, the widespread incitement to opium smoking to ensure 

continued access to sexual favours and labour was destroying Aboriginal 

society.”177 The psychological impact must have been immense for all involved 

and those who witnessed. 
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Archibald Meston 

It was into this environment of lawlessness and exploitation that Archibald 

Meston arrived in 1895. Meston was influential in terms of state government 

policy on Aboriginal populations. Thorpe writes, “Meston was well aware of the 

almost continual Aboriginal-British conflict in colonial eastern Australia for much 

of his life”.178 His initial reports influencing the 1897 Act may have contained 

some restorative sentiment but, as a lay person, his actions resulted in legislation 

that did the Aboriginal people in Queensland no favours in the long term and 

presided over their gradual decimation. 

Meston allowed people to believe all manner of things about him. Paul Memmott 

highlights that, “Meston was exploitative in the manner by which he invented 

himself, without training or expertise, as a Queensland and Australian expert on 

Aboriginal culture, ‘race’ analysis and policy creation”.179 

Archibald Meston came to Australia from Scotland in 1859, with his parents who 

settled at Ulmarra, on the Clarence River, near Grafton. He was no expert but 

hobbled together his experiences of Aboriginal interaction, starting in his 

childhood on the Clarence River. Thorpe cites Meston as speaking the “‘Yoocum’ 

dialect.”180 In the Yaygirr Dictionary and Grammar, ‘Yoocum’ is not an identified 

language. This information has been incorrectly circulated since newspaper 

reports in 1922/23 and, most recently, through Sandra Armstrong’s 2010 PhD.181 
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From further research into the Aboriginal languages around Ulmarra it would 

have been more probable that Meston learnt to speak Yunggaya as a child. In 

the Yaygirr Dictionary and Grammar it notes that within Yaygirr, “there were four 

related groups/ dialects” and cites: “Yunggaya (also known as Yuunggway) a 

group of people around present day Ulmarra”.182 Meston’s 1896 report cites his 

early contact with Aboriginals since the age of seven. Most probable is that he 

learnt some language words, but he is not likely to have been fluent in Yunggaya 

(as he liked to allude later in life).183 

During adult life Meston used sojourns to the Bellender-Ker Range outside of 

Cairns to add to his reports on Aboriginal hardship. Meston sought to protect the 

remnant Aboriginal populations after decades of brutal and wholesale killings, 

many of which came at the hands of Meston himself. For some individuals, 

revenge was a particular pursuit, and organised killing sprees took place. 

“Settlers openly talked about killing blacks. They did so in parliament.”184 This 

loosely formed brotherhood shared in private and at public gatherings their deeds 

of violent retribution. Drawing on the Queensland Parliamentary Debates William 

Thorpe and Banivanua-Mar state that Meston in fact bragged about how many 

Aboriginals he had killed. Thorpe states, “Meston had something of a reputation 

for killing Aborigines by the 1880s although, like most colonials, rarely admitted 

to it.” 185  However, Banivanua-Mar adds that, “‘on more than one occasion 

[Meston] has boasted of the number of blackfellows who have fallen victim to his 

rifle’.”186 Meston was full of contradictions. Shifting colonial attitudinal changes 
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are encapsulated in his life as he shifted from a pot shot killer to a Protector of 

Aborigines. 

No Aboriginal nation escaped the axiological violence perpetrated through the 

frontier wars in pursuit of the colony’s rapacious land grabs and exploitation of its 

natural resources. Meston espoused his philosophy that, “those in settled areas 

who were destitute and diseased should be gathered together and placed on 

reserves in complete isolation from degrading white influences.” 187  For the 

colonial settler, this eyesore on the landscape was a reminder of the people from 

whom the land had been taken. 

Reports and Race Eugenics 

In 1871 Archiblad Meston married Margaret Frances Prowse Shaw and he went 

on to father seven children. In years to come, his eldest son assisted with the 

running of the reserve on Fraser Island. William Thorpe writes, “little evidence 

remains about Meston’s private life”.188 A rare signifier is an inscription to his wife 

on the fly-leaf of his 1895 published report, Queensland Aboriginals: Proposed 

System for their Improvement and Preservation, where Meston wrote: ‘To my 

beloved wife with her husband’s love and confidence, unaltered by the storms 

and trials of 23 years’. There is scant mention of Meston’s wife and seven 

children over the course of his career; one could interpret this as his ability to 

compartmentalise his life. 

Meston worked in a variety of fields, beginning on his brother Alexander’s sugar 

cane farm and later as a sugar boiler on his brother-in-law’s farm in Queensland. 

Later, he moved into journalism and he was the sitting politician for Rosewood, 
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Ipswich. Cheryl Taylor writes, “Meston’s carefully constructed status as an expert 

and spokesman was exploitative, in that it brought him into prominence and 

provided him with an income”.189 No doubt family economics dictated his varied 

sources of income. He wrote reports for state government on a variety of 

subjects such as trains, natural sciences in relation to ‘physical geography’190 

and Aboriginals. 

In 1895 and 1896 Meston was commissioned to write two reports. The former 

was for the state government’s Colonial Secretary, Horace Tozer, titled 

Queensland Aboriginals. Proposed System for their Improvement and 

Preservation, 1895. In fact, “Meston produced two reports that, together with 

Police Commissioner Parry-Okeden’s recommendations” 191 , became the 

substance of The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium 

Act, 1897. Meston “was able to insert himself into the political and policy 

domain”192. He had the ear of government. 

Over a four-month sojourn to the far north, Meston reported to Home Secretary 

Horace Tozer. His findings were tabled in both Houses of Parliament. On the 

effects of opium and its current use, he wrote, “This detestable drug is killing 

them in scores in various parts of Queensland, chiefly in the West. We need not 

go beyond Maryborough to behold its ravages in a sufficiently dismal form. At 
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first the blacks were taught to use it by the Chinese, but now there are many 

white men who give it as the only agent which will induce them to work.”193 

New reforms were being sought to combat the “Aboriginal problem”. Prior to this 

proposed legislation, Queensland’s government response had been Aboriginal 

exposure to “…decades of a policy centred on the Native Police”.194 Meston and 

others from the government set about to infantilise Aboriginal adults. Meston’s 

agenda proffered a number of key stratagems, maintained from his initial report 

in 1895, his second report of 1896 and, finally, to the legislation in 1897. 

His first aim was to establish isolated reserves on islands or the coast. An initial 

experiment was to take place on K’gari (Fraser Island), the traditional country of 

Badtjala people. The other imperative encapsulated in his reports was the pursuit 

of eugenics through complete racial isolation. Thorpe identifies, “Meston’s 

unwavering fixations with ‘racial purity’ attracted him to the British eugenicists, 

notably Karl Pearson”. 195  Meston’s racial hierarchy played out through his 

personal beliefs and actions when it came to controlling marriages. He denied 

interracial unions between Aboriginals and Chinese or Aboriginals and 

Europeans. Before the Legislative Council in October 1897, Meston responded, 

“Take, for instance, the clause which prevents marriages without a permit from a 

protector. That is a very proper clause. I have a strong aversion to the 

intermixture of the black and white races; and, without express instructions from 

the Home Secretary I would never sanction a marriage of that kind.”196 
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In the confines of a reserve Aboriginal women came under the Protector’s control 

and were not able to leave without his permission. Meston’s 1895, Queensland 

Aboriginals: Proposed System for their Improvement and Preservation - System 

Condensed was twenty-five dot points. The very last point stated, “No woman to 

leave the reserves except under exceptional circumstances, to be specified in the 

regulations.”197 Although there is a gap of two years between 1895 and 1897, 

Meston maintained his unwavering views on miscegenation. 

Looking at these three documents spanning three years, Meston’s 1895 

Proposed System for their Improvement and Preservation, the 1896 Report with 

its twelve recommendations and the 1987 Act, a number of racialised threads are 

evident. The most striking of these pertains to freedom removed forever from 

Aboriginal people. Daily life was ordered into work regimes for men and women. 

Twelve of his points contained within the 1895 Proposed System… report pertain 

to Aboriginal men and women working on the reserve or male labour working off 

the reserve. He cites the fishing industry, plantation work, state forests or other 

government agencies as potential areas of employment. Meston’s final 

recommendation to both the Houses of Parliament states, “the Aboriginals are to 

be allowed unfettered liberty to roam about and mix with the whites, as at 

present. If that is all changed, as it should be for the Aboriginals’ own sake, all 

the legislation required need only be of a very concise and simple character…”198 

This intervention was contingent upon race alone, forever, changing Queensland 

Aboriginal lives in every aspect. Of course the final legislation was not simple in 
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nature, as Val Cooms writes, “Most of these polices were complex, applied in an 

inconsistent manner, and riddled with contradictions and failure”.199 

The 1897 Act 

The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act was passed 

in state parliament in December 1897. There is much analysis of this legislation. 

Ganter and Kidd describe it by saying, “The Act itself was a complex piece of 

legislation and targeted several categories of Aboriginal people”.200  The Act 

showed no leniency toward Aboriginal men, women or children. After being taken 

in by this system of removals and compliance, you could not leave. It facilitated 

blood quantum theories, making deliberate distinctions between “full-blood” and 

“half-caste” Aboriginals. In its sweep to control the outcome of interracial liaisons, 

unmarried pregnant Aboriginal women and their child often became wards of the 

state. Valerie Cooms, whose maternal history was an outcome of the Act, writes 

about it in terms of “miscegenation polices”.201 

In the publication, The Destruction of Aboriginal Society, Rowley writes about 

Archibald Meston as the central architect behind the Act who advocates for 

complete “Segregation… [as] the only way of saving their lives”.202 Loos states 

that it is important to recognise that the corner stone of “the 1897 Act defined its 

problem firstly in terms of race rather than in terms of the problems created by 

cultural contact”.203 
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There was nowhere for Aboriginal people to hide when you came into full view of 

these far-reaching discretionary powers. The 1897 Act was about control, 

segregation and punishment. How would the government administer the 1897 

Act across the whole of the state? Others in the local districts were called upon to 

adhere to enforcing the legislation, “the leading police officer in each district was 

delegated as the local “protector of Aboriginals”, most of whom now became 

wards of the state”.204 

The ‘Trojan horse’ for gaining entry into fragmented Aboriginal societies was a 

particular societal vice, “addiction to opium”.205 Loos further informs us that it, 

“received most attention and seemed to pose the most urgent problem for the 

proposed bill to solve”. There were other problems to solve when corralling 

people. How was the state to adequately fund its ‘duty of care’ to Aboriginals on 

reserves and missions? “In providing inadequate food, primitive shelter and 

occasionally, some medicine for Aboriginal inmates, the Government seems to 

have been more concerned about effecting ‘strict economy’ than anything 

else.”206 The ‘Aboriginal problem’ now conveniently permeated that space – out 

of sight, out of mind. 

Since the establishment of Queensland, Archibald Meston remained cognisant of 

the spending on Indigenes. In his 1895 report, he writes, “Since the year of 

separation, 1859, or even since 1842, we have not expended £50,000 for the 

benefit of the aboriginals.”207 Meston was aware that Aboriginal people had never 

been paid for even an acre of their land. However, he took a frugal attitude into 

his administration throughout the running of Bogimbah Creek Reserve. 
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White Cliffs 

Not all Aboriginals became co-opted under the Act. Its tentacles did not touch 

employed Aboriginals. Meston, addressing the Legislative Council, stated, “I 

would like the Committee to understand that no aboriginals are ever taken away 

from employment”.208 This was the case, with my own relatives escaping mission 

life. 

The citizenry of the Wide Bay played an instrumental role in the removal of 

Aboriginals to the mission. The “public demands for Aboriginal expulsion from 

Maryborough reached fever pitch”.209 These first removals of Aboriginals had 

more to do with sexual liaisons in the town than opium addiction with, “‘many 

young white lads’… contracting venereal disease from ‘young gins’.”210 Although 

Meston’s first experiment on Fraser Island initially targeted opium-affected 

Aboriginals, sexually transmitted disease and opium combined to act as a trigger 

for state intervention. “I would again respectfully direct the Home Secretary’s 

attention to the very urgent necessity of removing the blacks from Maryborough. 

Besides the vices of opium and drink, and general degradation, the young gins 

are spreading venereal amongst the whites.”211 The Maryborough town folk not 

only did this once, but exacted a second relocation from White Cliffs to Bogimbah 

Creek further north on the island in 1897 under Meston’s administration. 

Loos points out that the first intake consisted of opium addicts, with the initial 

number of 51 Badtjala residents occupying the telegraph station and old 
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Quarantine station houses at White Cliffs.212 “All the blacks who were removed 

are actual descendants of the old Fraser Island tribes; all speak the same 

language, and all are really going back to their own country.”213 The intent of the 

Southern Protector of Aborigines started out being “to get these blacks as soon 

as possible into the condition and habits of their ancestors.”214 Over time this was 

to change. For varying reasons, gradually Aboriginals from various locations 

across the state of Queensland were being taken to Fraser Island. The 

experiment started off with well-meaning intentions but later became a repressive 

regime of discipline and autocratic rule. 

Maryborough townfolk organized and agitated for those Aboriginals sent to White 

Cliffs to be moved again, to another location on Fraser Island. “…The white 

citizens of Maryborough, while expressing their appreciation that ‘the removal of 

the blacks from the town had relieved them of a scene of foulest degradation’, 

were nevertheless agitating strongly for a further transfer of the White Cliffs 

reserve to an even ‘more remote spot on Frazer’s Island.”215 In the beginning 

Badtjala people removed from Maryborough to White Cliffs seemed carefree, 

relaxed with fishing line, whaleboat and new drag net. Collecting yugarie or, in 

the Badtjala language, Wah Wongs on distant bush trips occupying the day. This 

freedom was short-lived as Meston and his son Harold took increasing control. 

Relocation to Bogimbah 

A new site was established which could only be accessed by a tidal creek and 

was skirted by a mangrove, infested with sand flies and mosquitoes. It had views 
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back to the mainland, Big Woody and Little Woody Islands. From 23 February, 

1897, Meston’s experiment was underway in all earnestness. However, serious 

changes were afoot. “The role of Bogimbah Creek reserve as a punitive, 

custodial and potentially correctional institution became increasingly explicit from 

August 1898.”216 Meston had begun to transfer Aboriginal people from elsewhere 

who had also been in gaol to Fraser Island. This was another pool of Aboriginal 

men to draw on for the purposes of Meston’s experiment. 

A summary of punishments were meted out by Harold Meston. “Between 1897 

and 1900 Meston’s son Harold fulfilled this authoritarian role at Bogimbah Creek, 

demanding ‘prompt and unquestioning obedience at all times’.”217 Harold was 

entrusted by his father to run Bogimbah, but with Harold in charge, the worst 

possible form of administration unfolded. He was a severe disciplinarian. 

Archibald Meston’s agenda proffered up key stratagems which he maintained 

from his initial report in 1895, to his second report of 1896 and, finally, to the 

resulting Queensland legislation in 1897. His first aim was to establish isolated 

reserves on islands with the initial trial to take place on K’gari (Fraser Island), the 

traditional country of the Badtjala people. Forced corralling of Aboriginal people 

onto reserves and missions meant taking control over their lives. The other 

imperative encapsulated in his reports was the pursuit of eugenics through 

complete racial isolation. Meston’s racial hierarchy played out through his 

personal beliefs and actions when it came to controlling marriages by denying 

interracial unions between Aboriginal and Chinese or Aboriginal and Europeans. 

This was a process of taking away all forms of decision-making from Aboriginal 

people. 
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When the three documents – the 1895 and 1896 reports and the 1897 legislation 

– are read together, a number of threads become evident throughout. Attitudes 

held by policy-makers discriminated between more remote and town-based 

Aboriginals, with a return to traditional ways preferred after earlier approaches 

had smashed these societies. Adding to this was branding of “half-castes” and 

“full-bloods” who were thought of and treated differently. Meston’s modus 

operandi, echoed by subsequent state parliamentarians, was to treat Aboriginal 

people like children. Paternalism and racial arrogance were currencies used to 

stereotype, ridicule and consign Aboriginal people to a life of infantile co-

dependence. 

Although Aboriginals from Maryborough had been removed to Bogimbah, this did 

not stop the import of opium into the town. On the 29th January, 1898, the 

Warwick Examiner and Times reported that, “opium to the value of over £90 was 

seized in Maryborough on Saturday morning”.218 Even after the mission was 

disbanded in 1904, opium was still recorded as a sizable revenue for the state 

government. The legislation took a number of years to be fully implemented. 

History does have a way of repeating itself. Queensland’s beginnings were 

spurred on by one of the largest land grabs in Australia, although Queensland 

Aboriginal populations “never ceded the land or accepted the idea that it has 

ceased be their country”.219 Aboriginal land and people are tied to each other 

with the 19th century addiction to opium the ‘Trojan Horse’ used to access 

Queensland Aboriginal societies. One hundred and ten years later, during 2007, 

the method for entry into seventy-three Northern Territory Aboriginal communities 

was under the guise of allegations of organised ‘child sexual abuse’. Similarly, 
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this is seen by many Aboriginals as the ‘Trojan Horse’ for a raft of reforms 

offering potential for land acquisition through Aboriginal behavioural dysfunction. 

Fiona Nicoll examines addiction and white governmental racialised tendencies 

which, she argues, are based on, 

… habits of seeing and governing Indigenous people on the basis that – like addicts – 

they are incapable of knowing what is in their own best interest. Possibilities for change 

within this dynamic are limited as long as benevolent will is attributed to a patriarchal 

white sovereign state and defective willpower is ascribed to the Indigenous subjects it 

seeks to reform.220 

Since 1897 government policies controlling Aboriginal people have come and 

gone with each new federal or state minister who takes on the Aboriginal 

portfolio, all ending in abject failure. That failure does not lie with Aboriginal 

people and the so-called ‘Aboriginal problem’ but with the pathology of white 

patriarchal domination and their continuation of deficit models. 

In dealing with Queensland’s opium addiction, the government’s solution was to 

remove its Aboriginal citizens to remote locations, woefully under-fund their 

agencies, and expedite their compliance and eventual deaths. Within the psyche 

of each Indigenous nation today, sovereignty not only runs deep but is at the 

centre of this country’s unsettled business. 
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Chapter	  5:	  In	  Clouds	  of	  Conflicting	  Opinions	  

“Gribble claimed, ‘I counted myself some thirty graves and in the other some 

forty-odd graves. There were other graves outside those cemeteries I did not 

trouble to count’. Thus, if ‘dying race’ prognostications had contributed 

significantly to the initial establishment of Bogimbah Creek, one must conclude 

that the settlement itself indeed provided the milieu in which such prophesies 

were fulfilled rather than avoided.”221 

 

 

One can only imagine the sort of solitary life led by a man of the cloth travelling 

from location to location, full of Queensland human foibles, sickness, preaching 

to congregations and scenes of death. By this time Reverend John Brown 

Gribble had grown children and a wife living interstate. An extract from his journal 

reads as follows: 

25 May 

Very ill. Lectured in much pain in North Rockhampton. 

26 May 

Really too ill to get out bed. 

29 May 

Left for Townsville. 

June 9 
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Preached Cairns early this morning. 

June 11 

This afternoon a blackfellow was shot by a white man. He was taken to the hospital. The 

Rev […] and I went to see him. But he died a few moments before we arrived. Saw the 

body. He was shot in the head.222 

Suffering from malaria, Reverend J. B. Gribble would not have much longer left 

on this earth. John Brown Gribble, the father of Ernest Richard Bulmer Gribble, 

had begun setting up Yarrabah mission, near Cairns, before he died in Sydney, 

1893. Ørsted-Jensen writes, “Gribble’s entire period working in the field in 

Queensland totalled less than – four months!”223 With failing health he sent for 

his eldest son. Ernest came to assist his father but had no intention of staying 

permanently. Before J. B. Gribble departed for Sydney requiring treatment, a last 

request was made to his son. In his own words Ernest recounts the moment: “As 

father bid me farewell he turned and he was stepping into the boat and asked me 

again to stay permanently, I replied, “I will stay until you return”.224 Ernest did not 

see his father again. Fate played its hand and the course of Ernest Gribble’s life 

changed forever with his father’s death. 

At the age of 24 years old, a young Ernest took over the fledgling beginnings of 

Yarrabah mission. To fulfil his father’s dreams and build a mission was a 

realisation he slowly came to understand this as his obligation, “it was plainly his 

‘duty’ to embrace missionary work as a ‘sacred trust’ from his father.”225 A sense 

of duty prevailed, leaving Ernest Gribble to continue to clear the land and attract 
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an Aboriginal congregation to Yarrabah. Green points out that, “there was a 

dogged sense of purpose that characterised the missionary zeal of both Gribbles, 

father and son.”226 In his papers Ernest makes the comment about his father, “To 

the last his interest in the aborigines never faltered.”227 Like father, like son, 

Ernest had inherited these same feelings of duty towards Aboriginal people. 

The Meston Legacy 

Another father and son duo was working together for the supposed betterment of 

Aboriginals. The Meston legacy was to be slightly more infamous. Under 

Meston’s administration, a large number of mainland Aboriginals from across the 

state of Queensland had been sent to K’gari. “By March 1900, Indigenous 

Australians from more than 30 centres had been rounded up and exiled to Fraser 

Island.”228 This was disruptive to the traditional landowners, the Badtjala. New 

incomers were from various backgrounds, some criminal detainees, while others 

had Native Police backgrounds. Relocation had devastating effects on Aboriginal 

cohesion and connection to country. This mixture of Aboriginals who were 

plucked from various locations in the state would, down the track, cause 

confusion for generations. 

 

The Fraser Island people were subsumed into the greater mix of Aboriginal 

people now transported to the island. There is no record of them as individuals. 

All were amalgamated into one mass. Individuals disappeared through the notes 

taken, or not taken, during this time. 
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Archibald Meston and his son Harold ran the mission and, at times, used other 

Aboriginals as enforcers of their discipline. Sordid details of heavy handedness 

and sexually manipulative behaviour in the Meston administration of reserve life 

and punishment came to light after Gribble took over Bogimbah Creek. This 

information would have been a shock to him and others. 

Harold Meston got away with a lot whilst in charge of Bogimbah. Soon after 

Ernest Gribble’s arrival on Fraser Island he discovered, “Harold Meston’s brutal 

regime [which] started to leak to the public: beatings, intimidation, terrified 

inmates tied-up and abandoned overnight in the graveyard, women and girls 

coerced into sex, violent summary punishments”.229  It seemed that Harold’s 

administration delighted in violence, psychological games and sexual 

punishment. 

Before the Fraser Island Take Over 

Justin Foxton, the new Home Secretary, had worked behind the scenes to take 

control away from Meston and hand Bogimbah Creek Reserve to Gribble. During 

September 1899, Foxton dropped in at Fraser Island and concluded, “residents 

were discontented, fearful, superstitious, and Harold Meston’s methods were 

violent and oppressive”.230 This was enough for Foxton to set in train a new chain 

of events. He removed control from Archibald Meston, passing the mission over 

to the Australian Board of Missions based in Brisbane, and recommended that 

Anglican, Ernest Gribble be appointed. 

Foxton was discrete. He covered all bases by his visit to Yarrabah Mission to 

shore up Ernest Gribble. “In August 1899, Foxton and Gribble met at Yarrabah 
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and schemed.”231 There was a shift governmental direction about how the Fraser 

Island mission would be run from this point on. Gribble writes of his initial visit to 

the island, “I visited the island to report on conditions …Soon after my report had 

been made, the Church took control and sent Messrs. Kitchen and Irwin to take 

charge.”232 

Archibald Meston was taken by surprise. He was not a supporter of religious 

benevolence: “Certainly, Meston had the greatest difficulties in hiding the 

contemptuous feelings he held towards religion and missionaries…”233 There 

was no love lost between Meston and Gribble. His proposal to “save a dying 

race” which had established an isolated reserve was to be taken away from him 

forever. 

The instrumentality of government was led by Home Secretary, Justin Fox 

Greenlaw Foxton. He was privately educated at the Church of England Grammar 

School, Melbourne. An Anglican man, Foxton was also referred to, privately and 

publicly, as the ‘Colonel’ for his decades of military service. 234  Instead of 

assisting opium-affected Aboriginals, Bogimbah Creek was increasingly an open 

door gaol for an enemy now subjugated. Foxton decided that Bogimbah, while 

continuing to hold its extant ‘inmate’ population, should henceforth be utilised as 

“a place to which mainland natives may be transferred if they misbehaved 
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themselves”.235 The whole emphasis had changed from Meston’s experiment to 

save bedraggled opium-addicts to a criminal dumping ground. 

Gribble’s first impressions of Fraser Island were of its people’s idleness. He took 

his autocratic style to the island and implemented complete control. He did this 

by taking “the power out of the hands of the troopers, centring it for the time in 

himself.”236 The second incursion of Gribble’s new administration was setting the 

Bogimbah population to work by, “felling trees, etc.” 237  In addition, he 

implemented the breakdown of Aboriginal extended family kinship structures. 

Effectively severing the generational transference of languages and knowledges 

“he removed the children from the camp to the mission house, started a school, 

arranged daily services, and commenced a system of rationing similar to that 

used at Yarrabah”.238  This reduced the complexity of Aboriginal culture and 

familial bonds to his own Christian aspirations and values. 

Gribble wrote copiously, like Meston, but scant detail really exists of his time on 

Fraser Island. Possibly this is because he spent little time there as he was also 

running Yarrabah. “In 1900 he had been appointed absentee warden of the 

mission on Fraser Island.”239 Gribble was reliant on others to take charge of the 

running of Bogimbah Creek. An absentee Anglican Minister meant that, at times, 

the mission suffered as others appointed to the position of superintendent took 

charge. 
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Gribble also involved members of his family. He arranged for his mother, Mary 

Ann, and sister Ethel, the schoolteacher who he refers to in his writings as Mrs 

Reeves, to join his staff at Fraser Island. It was noted before Mrs Gribble’s arrival 

that she had “been particularly successful with the aboriginal girls”.240 Another 

close ally was recruited, “his loyal friend and colleague from Yarrabah, William 

Reeves, took charge for six months”.241 

Ethel Gribble’s first marriage was to William Reeves but was widowed as a 

mother of one and, soon after that, eloped with another man. She chose as her 

husband Badtjala man Fred Wondunna, and subsequently endured life as a 

social outcast. Both the community and Christians found tensions as a result of 

their inter-racial union. The marriage ceremony was conducted in Sydney on 30 

December 1907. “Fred and Ethel spent many years at Wondunna’s Camp on 

Fraser Island, where he was employed as a timber getter.”242 Their marriage 

yielded five children. I am descended from Horace Wondunna, the eldest of their 

children. It is intriguing that virtually no information is to be found in Ernest 

Gribble’s memoirs about this sibling relationship. His sister Ethel had undone 

everything he had worked toward by crossing an unspoken racial divide, too 

great to reconcile it would seem. 

Discipline & Reforms 

Foxton was instrumental in making changes to the existing Aboriginal Protection 

and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. In 1901, Foxton drove through 

parliament the long-awaited amendments to the 1897 Act, increasing the powers 

of police and protectors to forcibly remove and confine Aboriginals on missions 
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and government settlements. The collections split families, shattered 

communities and irreparably scarred the psyche of Aboriginal Australia.”243 This 

was detrimental to many Aboriginal families. It was a further incursion into 

Aboriginal stability, ripping families apart and redefining more children as wards 

of the state. It prepared the ground for institutional admission, a policy that was 

heartless, heavy-handed and draconian. 

A number of decisions had been made on behalf of Aboriginal people. “Aboriginal 

reserves that were an integral part of the protection era were nothing more than 

prisons without walls.”244 Adults were forced to develop a reliance either on the 

authority of the church or state. Taking away responsibility and autonomy meant 

that their time became idle. What was its purpose? A life restricted and controlled 

developed a reliance on someone else’s rules, morality and values. 

The authority of Anglican missionaries was oppressive, controlling and far more 

bureaucratised than under Meston’s running of Bogimbah. “‘Christian work’ 

involved the establishment of locked dormitories for females, compulsory 

schooling for children and segregation from their parents, enforced labour duties 

for all adults, suppression of surviving traditional practices and persistent 

pressure on all to accept ‘salvation’.”245 This was a harsh regime of servitude to 

God and those who enforced the rules. 

Gribble was an enforcer and cracked down. A strict regime was implemented to 

occupy people’s time, “gambling and ‘loafing’ were outlawed”.246 Assimilation 

was a way to try and control Aboriginal people who, in return, were not compliant 

as this exercise illustrates. Gribble liked to think he had all under control but was 
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outfoxed on a number of occasions. “All the greasy packs of cards were 

collected. It would be much better to say that an attempt was made to obtain all 

the cards. It was afterwards discovered that many packs had been retained.”247 

The game played was euchre and stakes varied. 

Diet 

The irony of living on a coastal strip of beach set amongst tidal creeks is that 

food was plentiful in the sea but the soil was nutrient poor. “The soil was too 

sandy for agricultural work. The waters of the bay, however, teemed with fish and 

dugong.”248 Vegetable and fruit trees could not survive in sand. 

Outside of mission life, Aboriginal people were already in a state of starvation. 

Reynolds noted, “Many groups who came in to live with settlers were already 

malnourished as a consequence of trying to survive on diminished food culled 

furtively from restricted ranges”.249  Institutional control was, in part, coerced 

through the use of rations to form a co-dependent relationship between victor 

and vanquished. Both church and state did not provide working Aboriginal men 

and women with sufficient food for an adequate daily nutritional intake. Evans 

pinpointed that “rations supplied in return for work were therefore only of a quality 

and quantity judged sufficient to keep them alive”.250 It was a meagre existence 

supplemented, on occasion, from bush or beachfront foraging. 

Living a sedentary life coupled with a poor diet also meant a number of European 

diseases added to the decline of Aboriginal populations. “Different pathogens 
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enter people’s bodies and the soil around permanent living sites.”251 One such 

common infestation was the hookworm parasite: “Ankylostomiasis was 

rampant”. 252  The effects of this intestinal hookworm were that the “victims 

experienced insatiable cravings to eat clay, ashes and charcoal”.253 Also, difficult 

to ward off were “colds, influenza, measles, dysentery and many other viruses 

and bacteria”.254 

Under mission regimes a meagre and insufficient diet was commonplace. 

Changing from a vegetable and protein-based diet to largely starch weakened a 

race unused to such a poor dietary intake.“…it should be realized that even 

regularly rationed Aborigines were suffering a severe nutritional plight.”255 Under 

Gribble’s administration, porridge was served daily which consisted of “Maize-

meal or hominy… mixed to a sort of thin porridge with bran”.256 Other foodstuffs 

in this type of environment included sugar, flour and tea. 

It is very difficult to penetrate a deeper layer into the consciousness of the 

Aboriginal residents living during this time because there are no records of their 

thoughts. However, one report did get out to the general public about conditions 

at Bogimbah. “It appears that six women and seven men have deserted within 

the last fortnight. One lot walked to the White Cliffs and then came across to the 

main-land in a bark canoe. The complaint is general that the supply of food is in-
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sufficient at the station.”257 A mass walk-off by thirteen mission residents was 

reported in the local paper. An official response also concluded similar 

inadequacies. “Mr Anderson, the superintendent of the Bogimbah aboriginal 

mission station “admits that very little meat has been served out.” 258  This 

demonstrates that Aboriginal people were trying to stand up for themselves and 

had to make their views known to the rest of white society by absconding. 

Daily Life 

Taking in the view, looking back toward the mainland with the tide gently lapping 

on the shoreline, seemed idyllic. Felling and clearing the undergrowth to make 

way for, “the mission buildings… on a high ridge flanking the beautiful sandy 

beach. During 1900 the Government erected a commodious school-house, 

matron’s quarters, and women’s dormitory, which, with the buildings previously 

occupied by the telegraph operator, an old store-house and black’s gunyahs and 

huts, constituted the buildings at the station when Mr. Anderson took charge in 

January, 1901.”259 

Mission life was structured from sun up to sun down. Everyone was accounted 

for with set chores depending on age and sex. Gribble made sure there was no 

idleness at Bogimbah and implemented a system around times of the day. Bell 

ringing began with the rising of all residents and went throughout the day and into 

the evening. The following is an extract of mission life at Bogimbah Creek: 

6.00 Rising Bell 

6.30 Services 
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7.00 Rations 

7.30 Staff breakfast 

8.00 Dormitories breakfast 

8.30 Tobacco serving 

9.0 Work and school 

12.0 Cease work 

12.15 Dinner 

1.00 Staff dinner 

2.00 School 

4.00 Men’s school and classes 

5.00 Tea 

7.00 Evening classes 

8.00 Evening classes and drill 260 

Aboriginal society was no longer awakened by the call of the dawn kookaburras 

but the sound of a church bell. The ringing of bells day in, day out telling, 

commanding and dictating the terms of the day was relentless. Attention was 

focused on a twenty-four hour cycle with discipline constant for mission 

residents. 

Christianity was seen as a civilising influence on Aboriginal people. Gribble would 

have had many years under his father’s influence, teaching him how to interact 

with Aboriginals under an assimilationist agenda. The practices, beliefs and 
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indoctrination of Christianity would have been a foreign reality for all Aboriginals 

living on reserves. Rev Gribble’s guiding principles of administration are made 

clear in the following four points: 

• The first of these was a policy of segregation to keep the Aborigines safe from 

exploitation by Europeans. 

• The second was a training program to teach Aborigines discipline. 

• The third was that the Christian faith must replace the traditional beliefs. 

• Finally, the mission should ensure that Aborigines had a better life on earth.261 

A concentration of amassed individuals without proper sanitation, housing, 

medicines and food worked against co-habitation. The number of Aboriginal 

deaths was exceedingly high: “Bogimbah and Auschwitz had something in 

common”.262 By 1901 170 Aboriginals and many clan affiliations and nations 

were amassed on this one site. Bogimbah, with many Aboriginal tribes, was a 

discordant place full of jealousy, friction and inter-tribal fighting. This living 

condition was not of their making: “Mr Anderson spoke of life on the mission 

station. He dwelt upon the difficulties naturally encountered in dealing with the 

class of aboriginals to be found at Bogimbah.”263 

Bogimbah Creek was situated adjacent to a mosquito, sand-fly infested 

mangrove and became a place of unease and unhappiness; a nearby swamp 

exacerbated illness; a succession of Superintendents made for ineffective 

administration. Bogimbah, once more, was a recipe for disaster. Gribble came to 

the realisation that it was necessary to wind up the mission at Bogimbah Creek 

and fold it into his principal mission at Yarrabah. Further transfers of people were 

made to surrounding southeast Queensland government reserves. 
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By Thursday 7 July 1904 an article appeared in the Brisbane Courier Mail stating 

that “the removal of aboriginals from Fraser Island, where the mission station 

conducted by the Anglican authorities is to be abolished, shall take place 

immediately”.264 The government chartered a vessel, the Rio Logue to remove 

remaining Aboriginals at Bogimbah northward. All the buildings were dismantled 

and timber numbered, ready for transportation and re-erection at Yarrabah. “On 

23 August, 1904, 117 inmates were dispatched to Yarrabah…”265 outside Cairns. 

Not one shred of building material was left behind to mark the existence of 

Bogimbah, merely shallow graves, much overgrown, which were rediscovered in 

2014. 

What became of the initial experiment by Meston? Evans answer is compelling: 

“A social experiment ostensibly begun to ‘save a dying race’ had effectively 

ended in the accomplishment of local genocide”.266 Within a period of seven 

years, White Cliffs, then Bogimbah Creek, were disbanded altogether. There was 

no trace of buildings ever being erected with the mission closing in 1904. Leaving 

some to fend for themselves on the mainland, some “possibly escaped into the 

bush before the journey began”,267 while others were to be forever caught up in a 

system of paternalistic policymaking and missionary zeal. 

Certainly, “Ernest Gribble shared his father’s conviction that the Aborigines were 

a vanishing race, a theme that was repeated in his writings between 1893 and 

1950”.268 Like many men of this era, his thoughts on ‘preserving’ traditional 

Aboriginals was to isolate them onto missions. 
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Gribble’s own words suggest, “Segregation at once would tend to prevent the 

production of half castes for this question is becoming more and more serious. 

The longer the delay in dealing with the matter the greater will be the difficulty in 

deciding upon an effective policy.”269 Why were so many whites obsessed with 

racial purity or conversely afraid of ‘racial impurity’ and the native ‘half-caste’? 

Gribble had a full life with the clergy, travelling and living in a number of states 

and remote locations ministering at Yarrabah, Forrest River Mission, and Palm 

Island. The focus here, however, has been on his Fraser Island venture. Ernest 

Gribble had set views on how to save the Aboriginal race throughout his lifetime 

and yet “he failed to see the end product of missionary work being an Aboriginal 

Australian who was a citizen in the Australian community”.270 

Raymond Evans writes in Fighting Words that, “The Bogimbah Creek reserve 

thereby became the prototype for the Queensland reserve system which 

subsequently expanded its purview through much of the twentieth century” 

(1999,112). The ‘Aboriginal problem’ became an experiment in eugenics through 

isolation and, notably, a grand failure. Bogimbah mission was insufficiently 

financed by the state from the beginning and a few years later transferred to the 

Anglican Church. It closed in 1904, taking all of its Aboriginal residents off the 

island. This closure added another layer of displacement for its Aboriginal 

occupants. 

Moreton-Robinson, Byrd and Evans all argue the state’s role in keeping 

Aboriginal people alive, who had to then await a slow death, is what had become 

of Queensland’s Indigenes in the late-nineteenth century. Evans writes, “to live 

and die at Bogimbah Creek during those years when the Commonwealth was 
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born allowed…for the clearance from a reconstituted social landscape of an 

embarrassing, surplus, abandoned population” (1999, 146). 

State legislation was set up to fail its Aboriginal citizens, Moreton-Robinson 

argues, “Race became the means through which the state’s exercise of power is 

extended from one of ‘to let live or die’ to one of ‘to let live and to make live’ 

(2015, 157). The protection of citizenry changed from theories of ‘to let live or 

die’, to attitudes and practices of the state leading to Aboriginal people suffering 

slow deaths as Moreton-Robinson recasts ‘to let live and to make live’. Or, as 

Byrd writes, “the polices creating unlivable, ungrievable conditions within the 

state-sponsored economies of slow death and letting die” (2011, 38). 

The issuing of state government opium licences continued well after the closure 

of Bogimbah Mission in 1904. A number of amendments came in after The 

Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act, up until the 

Aborigines Act 1971 with the state still retaining power to manage individual’s 

affairs and property.271 
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Figure 17: From the series, Horror Has A Face, 2017.  
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Chapter	  6:	  Billowing	  Clouds	  Above	  

“She speaks to the persistence of memory, to the burden of history. For her time 

does not heal all wounds. Like the boomerang she springs history in a loop and 

returns it dangerously to the unsuspecting source.”272 

 

 

The Wailing 

There is a deep wailing across this county. I heard it once when I was a child in 

Mt Isa. The wailing is a primal sound that goes through your whole body. It is a 

communal wailing. As Aboriginal people, I am very conscious that, as a society, 

we have lost much. There is an abyss of sadness too great for us to straddle, like 

Archie Roach’s haunting song featured in The Tracker, “All Men Choose the Path 

They Walk”. We cannot wind the clock back to a ‘pre Captain Cook’ era. As a 

five-year old child I sensed that immense sense of loss. It was already deep 

inside my soul. My loss at that age was for my country, Fraser Island. I had no 

words to articulate it – it was just an intuitive knowing. 

Slowly, I began to understand that the Badtjala people had been written out of 

history. This has been a gradual progression, a continuation with colonial 

descendants, as victors, who write history to make sovereign nations invisible. 

There were no visible traces of my forebears as markers in the landscape. No 

monuments, no names engraved onto plaques, no streets or buildings named in 

their honour. 
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I remember the old people around Urangan when I was growing up. The 

characters they personified, and for the ones who had already gone, memory 

lived on in the retelling of their witty personalities, infamous exploits and 

charitable deeds. In particular, I am reminded of Banjo Owens here. As my 

mother recounted, “We used to call him Buthung. He’s of the Owens clan, you 

know. Well, he was well liked and well respected… We learnt a lot from him…”273 

As decades passed the same occurrences were repeated. Acknowledgements of 

Badtjala lives are becoming less and less evident. There would be no profile 

written about my mother, Shirley Foley, for securing leasehold land on Fraser 

Island in 1990 to establish Thoorgine Education and Culture Centre Aboriginal 

Corporation. Or her published Badtjala Dictionary. She certainly would not be 

featured on the ABC’s Australian Story. In Hervey Bay, all the municipal places –

buildings, parks, streets and rotary seats – are named after white residents, 

never a Badtjala person. However, my mother did get one suburb named after 

our clan, the suburb of Wondunna in Hervey Bay. Throughout all of my life she 

was a tireless advocate for Badtjala culture until her passing in 2000. My strength 

comes from her, an exceptional teacher with staunch morals, a jovial soul who 

loved life, a visionary who took an argument on and weaved a path around 

political obstacles and never settled for anything less for her nation. Yet where is 

her legacy in the visual landscape either at K’gari or Hervey Bay? For a lifetime 

of work to better the Badtjala people, Shirley Foley has been actively and 

passively written out of history. 

I understood from my mother that I too had a cultural responsibility as a Badtjala 

person growing up in Queensland and New South Wales to make a difference, to 

stand and fight for a principle and never back down when Aboriginal culture 
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should be front and centre. The premise for my work has largely been to write 

Badtjala people or Aboriginal nations back into the visual landscape. Through my 

many public discourses I have learned to research and raise an intelligent 

argument. Australia’s accepted standard history is now being challenged as 

Aboriginal scholars from many nations contest those positions of unfounded 

historical truths. 

 
Figure 18: All men choose the path they walk, 2012, (felt stitched onto woollen blanket). Made for the 

exhibition Bungaree: The First Australian, held at Mosman Art Gallery and Curated by Djon Mundine. 
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Stud Gins 

The performative in my work has been researched using particular props, 

costumed people, themes and unpacking vignettes in all manner of mediums, 

using photography, public art commissions, installations and film. A number of 

my works such as, Stud Gins (in the collection of the National Gallery of 

Australia) 2003, Witnessing to Silence, 2004, Bearing Witness, 2009, The Oyster 

Fishermen, 2011, Vexed, 2013, and Black Velvet, 2014 are all piercing a topic 

that no one wants to talk about, not in Queensland anyway. That topic is the 

factual accounts carried out by Queensland’s white forefathers who perpetrated 

sexual and physical violence on Aboriginal men, women and children. 

Scattered through the pages of various publications are the state’s foundations, a 

litany of massacres, kidnappings, rape, bashings, whippings, shootings, 

stabbings, drownings, burnings and depravation in general. Both the film Vexed 

and sculpture, Black Velvet, look at documented sexual violations on the frontier. 

Germaine Greer states in her publication, on rage, “in 1900 at Ardock Station in 

Queensland, nine Aboriginal women were kept in a fenced compound for the use 

of the white station hands.”274 

When I first created an in-depth body of work looking at the sexual violence and 

massacres on the frontier it was presented to a Brisbane audience in 2003 at the 

Griffith University Queensland College of Art Gallery.275 The exhibition was titled 

Red Ochre Me. The Minister for the Arts at the time, Matt Foley, opened the 

exhibition. Stud Gins was in the exhibition and ran the length of one of the gallery 

walls. A seven-part blanket installation features seven words: Aboriginal, women, 

defiled, ravished, shared, discarded and property. One of the blankets has QG 
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stamped in the corner – an original Queensland Government blanket that could 

have been handed out to Aboriginal people after the frontier wars. 

 
Figure 19: Detail of Queensland Government stamped on the blanket for Stud Gins, 2003. 
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Figure 20: Installation shot of Red Ochre Me, QCA Gallery, 2003. 

I was under the impression that this body of work would be a trigger for much 

discussion. I was sadly mistaken. It elicited the opposite response. In one review 

by Shaun Weston, he wrote that the installations, “shock us because they expose 

the truth, truths that are largely untold and denied. Truths that most of us weren’t 

taught about at school…truths we may only come to realise after encountering 

Foley’s work.”276 

I was unaware that I had created powerful work that could not be spoken about. 

On a number of levels a public rebuke was conveyed to me. I learnt many 

lessons about Queensland and its representatives that year. I leant how a society 

can shun you through absolute silence. I learnt about institutional shunning. I had 

overstepped some invisible mark. As an Aboriginal in Queensland I didn’t know 

my place, perhaps because largely, I grew up in Sydney. I was being spoken to 

through a wall of passive resistance. SILENCE. 
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From that time on I knew I had very few allies, somewhat like the days of yore 

when, “a rigid code of silence would shield both police and settlers”.277 Played 

out daily in the fine arts are the machinations of class and race. I was surprised 

that this intricate dance of race politics remained an undercurrent from our 

shared colonial days. Queensland’s colonial hang-ups have, over time, shaped a 

society, their attitudes, their actions and their level of engagement with Aboriginal 

artists. 

Witnessing to Silence 

In the public domain I have used my research for major public art commissions 

on a number of occasions such as Black Opium, Sugar Cubes, and Witnessing 

to Silence. The question really is how do you represent a massacre site in the 

21st century artistically? Do you re-enact the violence all over again or do you 

portray that violence in another way. I have chosen to depict violence poetically 

through suggestion and metaphor. As Reynolds and others identify, the evidence 

in Australia was disposed of: “When the bodies of victims were encountered they 

were almost universally burnt to destroy the evidence”.278 This was a common 

method throughout Australia. I have used the concept of destroying evidence by 

using ash as a metaphor for Aboriginal mass killings or melting bullet casings 

and having them cast into the aluminium foundry pour. 

My work challenges the status quo and has brought me into direct contact with 

politicians on more than one occasion. This was evidenced through the article 

written by Miriam Cosic in The Australian, “Rage revealed in urban landscape”.279 

Once the real meaning behind Witnessing to Silence was made public the scales 
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of justice tilted in a way that required some official response to the work. Anna 

Bligh was the Arts Minister at the time, remaining positive about the commission 

for Brisbane Magistrates Court. However, this project had unfolded over two 

years and the process involved a meeting with the former Minster for the Arts 

Matt Foley, with my solicitor involved on three separate occasions including the 

concept design, design development phases and during a series of meetings. 

There was another with the then Director General, and all before fabrication. 

Jay Younger writes, “Foley questioned conservative choices in public art 

commissioning and the desire for uncritical or harmonious art”.280 This is true, 

however, I did more than question conservative choices. I out-manoeuvred all 

involved with the commissioning process because they were so caught up in the 

minutiae of wanting to present palatable art to a general public. The committee 

were looking for ambiguities in the detail of the concept design when there were 

none. I presented a generic list of place names in Queensland to the committee 

and substituted that list with the names of 94 massacre sites when it came time 

to fabricate. I employed a researcher to find for me all the massacre sites she 

could that were listed on the public record. The place names etched into the 

pavers for all to see was the manoeuvre no one expected. 

The Brisbane Magistrates Court or Justice and Attorney General (JAG) would 

have reconsidered their position on the commissioned work if they knew what I 

was working on. Queensland, even in the 2000s, was too conservative for such a 

level of truth making. I had tested the waters prior to this and lost the 

commission. For non-Indigenous people, inclusion of Aboriginal history is subject 

matter that is out of their control. There is a tendency to look for feel-good 

stories, not the reality of Aboriginal resistance. I wanted to do a work related to 
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Banjo Owens who wished to live on K’gari from time to time and his resistance to 

the local police in the 1930s. This concept design was axed like his infamous 

stance when his rowboat was chained to a tree by a constable on the beachfront. 

Banjo went away and came with an axe and chopped the trunk of the tree down, 

removing the chain and his dingy along with it and rowed back across to the 

island. There was a lesson in losing this particular commission, which was not to 

reveal too much in the initial stages of a concept design. 

Following Anna Bligh’s comments in The Australian, Younger expanded by 

explaining, “it could be argued that when Foley’s artwork was embraced by Bligh, 

to some degree it was silenced by the forces of authority that the artist intended 

to critique.” 281  This is one hypothesis that does not address the historical 

evidence that had been judiciously researched. No one from the Queensland 

government has ever questioned the list of 94 massacres that are etched into the 

pavement. At the end of the day, it really wasn’t a story about Fiona Foley, Arts 

Minister Anna Bligh or the Justice and Attorney General it was about Australia’s 

initial and repeated injustices toward Queensland’s Aboriginal nations. They were 

the first Australians who fought and died defending their land. No court in 

Queensland has ever made reparations to any of the state’s Aboriginal sovereign 

nations, those that were hunted, tortured, killed or decimated during the frontier 

wars. This is the crux of the matter so poignantly placed outside Brisbane’s 

Magistrates Court. Justice: “she symbolizes the fair and equal administration of 

the law, without corruption, avarice, prejudice, or favour”.282 Brisbane Magistrates 

Court was difficult terrain to navigate from beginning to end due to its inherent 

structures of white patriarchal power. 
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Figure 21: Black Opium, Commissioned by the State Library of Queensland. 

State Library of Queensland 

Winning the tender for the State Library of Queensland offered a public art 

commission that was enthusiastically embraced by the State Librarian, Lea Giles-

Peters, whilst the building was still a construction site. This project has been one 

of the most rewarding I have worked on to date as I was supported by the 

institution. There was no interference as I unpacked the legislation, The 

Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act 1897, in each of 

the reading rooms and ceiling on level 4. 

Difficult to visualise at first were the architectural plans of seven reading rooms 

and a large void. It was a multi-faceted project with a functional element. I 

remember architect Timothy Hill attending the first meeting with the shortlisted 

artists, all vying for the commission. He used the phrase “slow burn” a number of 

times. That phrase stayed with me to the point that one of the reading rooms is 
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titled Slow Burn. In the publication Black Opium, Hill states, “the artwork and the 

architecture also build on the character of each other to jointly suggest that an 

august institution like a State Library might have a casual approachability that 

encourages the spending of time slowly and comfortably as part of an encounter 

with research”.283 “Slow burn” meant a series of visits to the State Library of 

Queensland and, on each occasion, you could discover another layer of the 

library. 

The project unfolded over two time periods, in 2006 and 2009, due to budget 

constraints. I had the choice of tackling two of the reading rooms in the initial 

stages. I decided to do the most difficult room first which was the Bliss Room. I 

was filled with trepidation as I planned something I had never done before. It 

would be the first time I had attempted to make a short film. I located a 

cameraman in Tasmania. The next step was contacting the pharmaceutical 

company GlaxoSmithKline to ask permission to go to their opium-growing fields. 

This also required the company to conduct police clearances on me. 
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Figure 22: Opium poppies, Tasmania. 

I was granted permission to film at two farms that grew opium for the world 

market. We spent a full day filming poppies in the breeze with billowing clouds 

above. For the rest of the week it was editing and learning to put a film together 

with independent filmmaker Troy Melville in his Hobart studio. I had permission 

from Rosalind Kidd to use ten quotes from her publication, The Way We Civilise. 

Subtle sound, text and moving image came together for ten minutes. By the end 

of the week I had made a film for the Bliss Room. I was overjoyed that I had 

realised this aspect of the State Library of Queensland project. Now I had 

another six rooms and a ceiling sculpture to finish as well. 

The most important feature of this commission was to publically and poetically 

engage with The Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium, 

1897 Act. Each of the seven reading rooms unpacks a little of Queensland’s 
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colonial relations. Forgotten was the co-habitation and mingling of Chinese and 

Aboriginal populations. The larger narrative of opium use is nowhere to be seen. 

Louise Martin-Chew writes, “The first of these little known truths is the 

relationship between Asian and Indigenous Australians, and the fairly complex 

story of how opium became involved in nineteenth-century Queensland.”284 All of 

the rooms came together using a variety of materials and colour choices. They 

were called the String Room, Silver Room, Slow Burn, Gold Room, Mangrove 

Room, Bliss Room and Shrine Room. 

The void became dominated by an infinity symbol using 777 cast aluminium 

poppies. The effect was stunning and sombre. “A deceptively prosaic flower, its 

cheerful exterior belies a dark heart.”285 Opium use, so prevalent in the history of 

Queensland, had been forgotten. The “dark heart” of government and white 

citizens grew into a collective amnesia by Queenslanders. How does that happen 

and why is it that one Aboriginal artist re-populates this space? On every 

occasion I’ve spoken in public about the 1897 Act there is an absence of 

knowledge. This history has been so papered over that the citizens of the state 

have no recollection. The void is not only a physical space but also an 

uneducated populace at large. 

Western Australia 

During 2015 I was invited by Form Gallery, Perth to spend some time in the 

Pilbara to work with three traditional land-owning nations. The field trip unfolded 

over one week and went at a galloping pace from the moment my feet touched 

the ground at Karratha airport. I created a work that linked the states of 
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Queensland and Western Australia together through their respective legislation 

regarding Aboriginal populations in 1897 and 1905. The Western Australian 

Aborigines Act 1905 has its genesis in the Queensland Aboriginals Protection 

and the Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. “Like the Queensland Act before it, 

the Western Australian legislation sought to prevent sexual contact and 

commercial agreements between Aboriginal and Asian people.”286 

 

 
Figure 23: Detail of one of the cast aluminium pipes for the installation, Pontificate on This, 2016. 

 

Djon Mundine writes in Broadsheet, “The smoking pipe in white western society 

is tied to the persona of an elder, a deep thinker, an intellectual; think of white 

males smoking a pipe of tobacco, while pondering how to solve the ‘Aboriginal 

problem’.”287 Indeed this was exactly how I thought of the Western Australian 

1905 Aboriginal Act being constructed. A group of old white cronies sitting 

around pontificating on this and that and how to treat the ‘blacks’. The title for the 
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installation is Pontificate on This. “At Roebourne Old Gaol she noticed prisoners’ 

clay… tobacco smoking pipes, and later had 66 cast in aluminium…”288 The 

number 66 was representative of the 66 clauses now in the Western Australian 

Act. The number had doubled from the original 33 clauses in the Queensland 

1897 Act. 

 

 

 
Figure 24: Breast Plate, A Quintessential Act, 2016 in conjunction with the exhibition held at Andrew Baker 

Art Dealer, Brisbane. 
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A Quintessential Act 

Aileen Moreton-Robinson author of The White Possessive writes, “history tells us 

that taking possession of Indigenous people’s lands was a quintessential act of 

colonisation.”289 This sentence was the genesis for my 2016 solo exhibition and 

film both titled, A Quintessential Act. Whilst interviewing renowned historian 

Raymond Evans, I sit in front of a number of my works one of which is the 

sculpture Dispersed, a reminder of Queensland’s bloody past. I asked Evans a 

series of questions on the hunt for the quintessential answer to a no-nonsense 

enquiry. 

Evans’ answer was matter of fact: “The decline in the Queensland Aboriginal 

population was 95%. The reduction of the Jewish population in Europe after the 

Second World War was 67%”. Quite possibly the largest performance in 

Queensland has already taken place. The landscape acted as both stage and 

backdrop for drama after drama as two races came face to face. 

Horror Has A Face 

Like a bowerbird I’ve collected bits and pieces of historical information, quotes, 

archival imagery and assembled them together to release this research in a 

visual language as seen through a Badtjala lens. The new photographic series, 

titled, Horror Has A Face takes into account nineteen vignettes set in the late 

1800s. They start with the central characters of Meston and Gribble and ripple 

out from there. An opulent opium den is created introducing more flamboyant 

figures into the frame. The title for this body of work is taken from the film 

Apocalypse Now, based on the publication by Joseph Conrad, Heart of 

Darkness. 
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For one of the scenes my imagination was excited when I read the following 

quote in Exclusions, Exploitation and Extermination. …“a tall lank black woman 

stalking in great pride through one of the towns of Queensland, with an 

enormous crinoline and a pink gown, or some other gaudy castaway dress of her 

white sisters hanging over it, and this she lifts up in a remarkable manner 

whenever she crosses a street or comes near a puddle. A short pipe in her 

mouth completes the eccentric costume…”290 I envisaged this flamboyant figure 

gracing my latest body of work in a crinoline dress with clay pipe. What does this 

Aboriginal beauty look like? Where would I find her and would fate bring us 

together? 

I was reminded that Aboriginal societies have many flamboyant and witty 

characters who would have strode into local notoriety, however, they were rarely 

recorded. That rich tapestry of Aboriginal personalities has been squashed into a 

semblance of colonial stereotyping. Australian society likes to sequester 

Aboriginal people into restrictive categories. Raymond Evans writes, “… whether 

the stereotype of the alienated Aborigine was calculated to provoke ridicule or 

animosity, it was presented, like all racist stereotypes, in a manner that was both 

undiscriminating and immutable.”291 One might ask, can white Australians break 

free of their continual need to racially stereotype others? When in actual fact, “the 

idea of race was invented. Race was invented as a way to categorize and rank 

groups and by extension, individuals.”292 

I am aware of Karen Martin’s methodology here. Working outside of my 

traditional ‘country’ I am treading lightly as a Badtjala person, creating work on 

Bundjalung land. There is a historical “relatedness” though when the Bundjalung 
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nation would have feasted on the Bunya nuts as did the Badtjala people in the 

Bunya Mountains and Blackall Ranges in a not so distant past. 

This new work has created some levels of anxiety for me in terms of how do I go 

about asking Aboriginal people to participate when I have no networks to the 

local community whilst living in Lismore? Requesting participation through an ad 

in the Koori Mail Newspaper and The Arts Northern Rivers Website were the first 

steps in asking the broader Bundjalung community to participate. A number of 

people have come forward without any previous experience of working with an 

artist or on a photographic shoot. Their willingness to be involved has helped 

smooth the process. People who are meant to be on this project will find their 

way to it through invitation, chance and with a level of independence. 

The new work titled Horror Has A Face is emotive and challenges people to think 

in a way that the writing in the previous five chapters cannot. Photographs have 

the capacity to grab hold, probe who you are and what you bring to the image 

through your individual life experience, creating another layer of reading the 

image. In its entirety, Horror Has A Face presents scenes positioned around 

race, church, state, life and death. 

The project is set over four locations in and around Lismore, from Patches 

Beach, Wardell Cemetery, Goonellabah to The Channon. These locations were 

scoped during 2016 and 2017. Each scene tells a different aspect of living under 

the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. The 

vignettes will cause some discomfort for the viewer. The scenes in the opium den 

operate on sheer opulence and are suggestive of racialised sexuality. A hint of 

visual seduction will play with your senses as a tantalising force. 

This series Horror Has A Face pushes at the boundaries of what has gone before 

in the visual arts. Very few Aboriginal artists have worked with this legislation. 

Judy Watson’s work in relation to the 1897 Act is etched into a series of sixteen 
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works on paper titled, a preponderance of aboriginal blood, 2005. They trace 

fragments of government documents under the legislation and the taking of 

family members. This is only one strand of research relating to the removal of 

Aboriginal people to reserves or missions. In another work by Watson titled, a 

black and white history of Queensland according to the artist 1-10, 2007, a single 

cushion with the words, ‘under the act’, could also be said to reference the 

legislation. The ten cushions, which make up the installation, speak more broadly 

to the history of Queensland. 

For my 2017 photographic series a large number of aesthetic decisions have 

been made, starting with fabric choices for each individual costume created to fit 

the nineteen participants. A storyboard was also made using colour, material 

swatches, furniture, objects and overall styling. I collected a number of hats from 

antique shops and Lismore’s car boot market from early 2016 and slowly added 

to the stash of props. 

I employed two professionals to assist on the project. They were the costume 

designer and an artist assistant. Tasks were set for both as we created a “look” 

for each location and for each character. Fabric choices and colour have been 

discussed with a preference for a number of garments to be made, based on 

historical photographs. In the end, the costume designer decided on a subtle 

colour palette. Very few, if any, archival photographs of Queensland opium dens 

exist in the research I’ve carried out to date. As I am not bound by accuracy here 

I have allowed this scene to be as rich and flamboyant as I dare imagine. These 

photographs are bringing new knowledge to the topic that has not been seen 

before. Even as an imagined space it inserts into the historical records a 

dimension that has been visually absent since the 1897 legislation. Aboriginals 

and opium are present in the same frame for the first time. 

The opium den works on pure fantasy and escapes the drudgery of 

Queensland’s harsh 1890s. The opulence of the opium den started with the room 
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being painted a deep crimson red. On the table is an arrangement of drug 

paraphernalia such as weighing scales, opium and opium pipes. Then it was a 

selection of materials introducing a velvety pale blue to the ceiling, windows and 

layering colour through texture, old and new objects. Plush textures are pushed 

further through a selection of Persian carpets, cushions, antique Chinese 

furniture and peacock feathers adding another layer of visual seduction. 

These photographs are a re-enactment of the late 1800s through detailed 

costuming with references to a handful of historical photographs. Different 

scenes speak to sadness, control, addiction, everyday life, assimilation, fear, 

survival and strength of character. Archetypes such as Meston and Gribble are 

based on scant images of these two men in their respective fields of work. Before 

now no artist has pieced together an overarching or an in-depth analysis of The 

Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. Portrayed within 

the same series are nuanced intricacies of colonial history, vice, sexuality, largely 

an Aboriginal cast, a licenced white opium dealer and our protagonists, the 

Reverend Ernest Gribble and The Southern Protector of Aborigines, Archibald 

Meston. 
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Figure 25: From the series, Horror Has A Face, 2017. 

At the graveside Gribble is holding court as he officiates over the death of one 

more Aboriginal under his watch. The mission brass band play a hymn as the 

Christian ceremony unfolds with Band Master conducting as an Aboriginal 

congregation bear witness. Tears flow as the wailing reverberates. That wailing is 

present again. Just as I witnessed as a child, it pierces the air at Wardell 

Cemetery. 

Major and minor threads are plotted throughout using props such as a wooden 

box and kangaroo skin. Meston has a bush camp in which his gun is “shown” to 

control. This scene is permeated by a waft of arrogance and smoke from the 

campfire. 
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Series of Breastplates 

A level of seduction will draw the viewer in only to pack a punch of an underlying 

historical truth. In these breastplates language and attitudes are encapsulated. 

The colonial gaze is reflected back. This is a device I employ to educate the 

masses. The sixteen breastplates operate in the same way. Each one has come 

from the many turns of phrase I have read and is carefully plucked from the 

various historical texts to unfurl a snapshot of Queensland’s frontier life. They are 

as follows; 

1. Charcoals of Fraser Island 

2. Ripened Fruit 

3. Nigger Hunts 

4. Charcoal Opium 

5. Native Girls 

6. Horror Has A Face 

7. A Colonial Tramp 

8. Opium Slave 

9. Marauding White Males 

10. Draconian Legislation 

11. Protector of Aborigines 

12. Chinese Scapegoats 
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13. Black Velvet 

14. White Woman 

15. A Forbidden Pleasure 

16. Badtjala Warrior 

The breastplate was a colonial instrument aimed to speak to one, instead of the 

whole, it was a pronouncement bestowed usually upon a senior Aboriginal male. 

A number of these antique breast plates are now held within gallery or museum 

collections. 

In Chapter Two, the Badtjala song asks the question: where are these strangers 

going? The strangers came, they inflicted harm, they stole and, above all, they 

stayed. Piecing together the silences is like putting one piece of a jigsaw puzzle 

together agonisingly piece by piece. There is no linear, chronological, definitive 

text. This has been a painstaking labour of inquiry over many decades, exploring 

my desire to understand deeper questions related to what race relations were 

like in Queensland historically. Based on those relations, do they speak of the 

way in which attitudes are held today? Are Aboriginals still thought of as 

‘childlike’ or indeed an eyesore on society? 
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Figure 26: Black Velvet, photograph 2015. 
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Conclusion	  

Once I witnessed an international art audience in Brisbane being told that, 

“Australia had been settled peacefully”. Paternalism and a sanitisation of history 

remain prevalent in Australian society today. Instinctively I knew that statement 

was incorrect. To understand the larger picture of what actually took place in 

Queensland has taken me many years of analysis. One of the leading historians 

on Queensland’s race relations is Raymond Evans. I had the opportunity to 

interview Evans for my film, A Quintessential Act. He categorically stated that the 

frontier wars caused, a “decline in the Queensland Aboriginal population was 

95%”. There is no going back from that figure. Sometimes I reflect on the fact 

that you are seeing the descendants of the surviving 5% of Queensland’s 

Aboriginal populations. How did we get to that point in our shared history and 

why is it shrouded in silence? 

Before the British arrived on this continent there were hundreds of Aboriginal 

nations who spoke several hundred different languages with a highly 

sophisticated culture exercising sovereignty. Natural resources were bountiful, 

looked after and an intricate knowledge of how to care for the land was evident in 

their management practices such as fire stick burning. Aboriginal religious 

ceremony, art, understanding of cosmology, tides, seasons, winds, rains, moiety 

system, kinship classes, public and sacred sites pertaining to creation spirits, 

increase sites and many other facets of this wondrous culture were and are 

layered with a depth that white patriarchal society still does not comprehend. 

Aboriginal people did farm, use aquaculture and architecturally built numerous 

forms of housing for different weather conditions. 

In every sphere of white patriarchal society I continue to witness ‘superiority’ 

which has its origins in a British colonial racial hierarchy. European contact and 

the pursuant frontier wars were about dispossession of Aboriginal nations. If the 

British remove them from their country by force then land was theirs for the 
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taking. That violent pathology took many forms. The newcomer carried out the 

most heinous deeds and one of the methods they employed to cover it up was 

silence. Silence, as we know, is complicity. 

The English language, science and Christianity have all played a part to define 

Aboriginal people by dehumanising them as a race since first contact and there- 

after. It was considered sheer sport to hunt down Aboriginal men, women and 

children on horseback. Not to consider them as human but as vermin made it 

easy to shoot to kill, rape and pillage. After so much frontier violence it was 

incumbent on the white settler, squattocracy and business man to consider a 

shift in race relations by “letting them in” to towns. This change in attitude was 

only due to the realisation that there were severe labour shortages. 

Opium dregs were given to Aboriginal workers as a form of payment. This in turn 

addicted a labour force. For more than a decade this was prevalent and 

widespread. Europeans and the Chinese were involved with its importation, 

licencing, distribution and use. However, the institution gaining the most was the 

state government through its mechanism of licencing. 

In response to one of my questions I was informed by Raymond Evans that there 

were no Aboriginal opium pipes in museum collections. Opium was not being 

smoked by Aboriginal people. This was priceless information that shifted how I 

viewed racial power and its web of colonial relationships within the state. 

Queensland politicians played a duplicitous role in creating a paternalist policy 

targeting one race whilst earning an annual revenue of £30,000. Late in 1897, 

The Aboriginal Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act came into 

effect. Thirty-three clauses were used to subjugate Aboriginal people and 

populations. Removal under the Act was commonplace. The aim was to isolate 

the problem and assimilate Aboriginals. Although, it was forced assimilation once 

in this system there was never any release back into the broader society. 
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Archibald Meston, Ernest Gribble and The Aboriginal Protection and Restriction 

of the Sale of Opium Act, 1897 all represent paternalistic attitudes. To treat 

Aboriginal adults addicted to opium as incapable of making decisions for 

themselves is another layer of white virtue. Confined and controlled by the state 

government, the missionaries and the Protector of Aborigines, all of whom played 

an active role as judge and juror. This inability to treat Aboriginal adults as adults 

is shameful but rendering people childlike remains a common practice (for 

example, the 2007 Northern Territory intervention orchestrated by the federal 

government). 

Historical race relations callously took the lives of Queensland Aboriginal 

populations. Deeply ingrained in white patriarchal society is a continuum of race 

denial. That psychology has passed down from one generation of whites to the 

next. Derivative British institutions are present in Australian society today. These 

sites act as purveyors of power, with the government still holding myopic 

attitudes towards Indigenous people. 

I like to be reminded of Archie Roach’s song, All Men Choose The Path They 

Walk. Those seven words resonate for me. I have chosen a creative path to 

dispel a number of Australia’s historical myths. As a public provocateur with my 

art in tow, my challenge is based on many years of research into The Aboriginals 

Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. “Why was the word opium 

present in this piece of legislation”? No one seemed to have the answers. In the 

annals of Queensland’s genesis, I began to find out about this deeply hidden 

history. My art practice has tapped into an era that has been papered over and 

silenced. 

There are many ways to write Aboriginal people out of history. Each time I exhibit 

an installation, photographic series, or public art commission in relation to this 

subject matter I am talking to an audience who claim they know nothing of our 
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shared history. That abyss is ever present. Remembering the rapid decline in 

Queensland’s Aboriginal populations drives me on. 

Today, I contend with a new frontier of axiological violence. Thought provoking 

art brings a different type of insidious ambiguity by state sanctioned art 

institutions. Over time this has caused important or more challenging bodies of 

my work not to be collected by major institutions throughout Australia. 

Strategically I donated Stud Gins in 2011 to the National Gallery of Australia so it 

was not left languishing in a Brisbane storage shed. The blankets were first 

shown at the National Gallery of Australia during 2017 in conjunction with 

Defying Empire so there existed a context for the challenging nature of the work, 

acting as a safety net. 

My research into race relations in Queensland has taken me into areas of 

historical silences. In return, that silence has attracted the silencing of my own 

work, intellect and voice. Aboriginal bodies speak to sovereignty. I am the 

embodiment of my country. I am an uncomfortable truth reminding you of your 

forefathers past deeds. 
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Figure 27: Recent install at the National Gallery of Australia, 2017. 
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